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This guide is intended to provide a “what life looks like” perspective of the current and upcoming coworking management tools for Fall/Winter 2016. It is produced under the Creative Commons license and is free to repurpose with attribution to Coworking Insights. Please, feel free to distribute, copy, sauté, plagiarize (well, not
really), bake, reinterpret, or otherwise utilize the guide as you see fit, with attribution.

All thoughts contained within are the sole opinion of Coworking Insights and in no way
reflect an endorsement of a particular tool. Coworking Insights takes no responsibility for
unfortunate occurences related to the information contained within this guide including,
but not limited to, data loss, catastrophic fire, software malfunctions, loss of life, or the
zombie apocolypse.
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THE FIRST RULE OF ANY
TECHNOLOGY USED IN A BUSINESS IS THAT AUTOMATION
APPLIED TO AN EFFICIENT OPERATION WILL MAGNIFY THE
EFFICIENCY. THE SECOND IS
THAT AUTOMATION APPLIED
TO AN INEFFICIENT OPERATION WILL MAGNIFY THE INEFFICIENCY.

About This Guide
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About
this guide
As a coworking
operator or community manager,
you have more
important things
to worry about
than billing and
management
software.

That’s why we made this guide.
That initial research process for identifying
suitable coworking software is daunting,
even for the tech savvy among us.
Our hope is that with this guide you will
identify the tools that you’d like to explore
further based on the information and
screenshots we’ve provided.
The guide is divided into two main
sections: comprehensive tools and
additional tools.

Comprehensive tools are more robust.
Most handle billing, CRM, and resource
management, but some have many more
features.
Additional tools are great systems to
throw into your coworking repertoire to
provide an even better experience for your
community.
This review process was thorough, but
not perfect. Reach out to us or the brands
directly for feature-specific questions.

Objectivity was
very important

We sourced
quality feedback

We focused on
software only

We are qualified
insiders

To be as objective as
possible we opted for
a “what life looks like
using this tool” format.

Community Managers
and operators at various
coworking spaces provided their guidance.

We did not review any
hardware components
or additional services
offered by providers.

The Coworking Insights team is made of
experienced coworking
operators and founders.
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HELLO!
Fancy meeting
you here.

I’m Ryan. I started my
coworking career inadvertently by selling desks to
friends in a warehouse studio in 2012. A year later I
helped launch Impact Hub
in Salt Lake City. After two
years of managing that I
moved to San Francisco to
work with coliving and coworking spaces in the bay
area. I started Coworking
Insights in 2015 to create
tools, resources, and partnerships for the coworking
industry. I’m passionate
about the “why” of work, career hacking, and travel.

Ryan Chatterton
Founder - Coworking Insights

Thank you to our distribution partners:

Communitas is a family of companies dedicated to supporting and building
the future of work. Through international digital and print publications,
a leading educational program, and a community resource network,
Communitas helps shared workspaces grow their communities and provide
the best experience for their members.

Deskmag is the top-ranked news and data source for the shared workspace
industry. Best known for producing the Global Coworking Survey, we are
especially focused on the new breed of independent workers and small
companies found within growing coworking spaces, how they function, and
how they could be improved.

The Coworking Alliance of Asia Pacific (CAAP) unifies, supports and
promotes collaborative coworking across the region. We provide connections
to regional specialists, online and offline networking events and research to
help you grow your business and do wicked things for your community.

And a very special thanks to our Content
Coordinator, Becca Tompkinson.
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Comprehensive
Tools
This section contains reviews of software
tools for managing the major components of
your coworking space. Typically this includes
billing, CRM, resource management, communication etc. There was one exception: Bisner.
We included Bisner in this section because
of it’s breadth of features compared to other
tools from the Additional Tools section.

Comprehensive Tools
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Bisner
SPONSOR

Pros:
Beautiful user interface
Facilitates social interaction (events,
groups, workspaces, chat)
Great internal chat system for members
Integrates with Cobot and Nexudus
and soon others

Cons:
Currently doesn’t handle billing
Doesn’t integrate with all management
software platforms yet

Bisner is an online social
communication tool for
coworking spaces and
other communities.
The tool easily allows your members to communicate
and share information with each other.
A few of the things we really enjoyed were the chat
function, groups, and the overall UI/UX. The design
is clean and the experience is fluid. Additionally,
Bisner has the ability to search for members by tags,
skills, and sort by industry. This is something that is
present in other native community tools, such as with
Nexudus, but Bisner provides a much better user
interface and experience for both admins and end
users.
The user interface will be reminiscent of Facebook for

Comprehensive Tools
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some, with the chat on the lower right and the “liking”
feature.

Special
Offer

Some coworking communities use chat tools like
Slack for internal member communication and some
level of online community building. However, I find that
Bisner adds a lot of great functionality that you simply
don’t have in a chat system.

Use promo code BISNERONCIGUIDE2016
at signup and get:

Your only challenge will be getting members to
actively participate in the online community. Some
spaces solve this by creating a stern expectation
of participation (with the penalty of a revoked
membership). Bisner seems to be looking at ways
to make the tool as sticky as possible, especially by
integrating with other popular management tools.

15% off monthly service fee
Free mobile app for the first year

Signup
Self signup
There doesn’t seem to be a way for members to sign up themselves for Bisner, which makes sense actually because you’d only want your members to
have access to the platform.

Bisner login screen

Admin signup
You can send invitations to individual people or lists of members. There is
also a great integration with Cobot that allows you to sync all your members
in Cobot to Bisner, giving your current members access. The system even
integrates with Cobot’s resource booking system so members can use the
Bisner interface, but use hours from their membership plan or be charged
based on their plan in Cobot.

Inviting members individually or via .csv

Import members from Cobot to Bisner
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Bisner
Community and Communication
Member chat
The chat system in Bisner is something I wish existed in many of the comprehensive platforms, but I also am an advocate for specializing in what
you’re good at, then integrating for other features. Chat is something Bisner
excels at. The design is beautiful and there are these great chat bubbles that
you can see on the bottom right of your screen to expand or collapse recent
conversations. You simply see the person’s thumbnail and can click to chat.
Alternatively you can use the chat screen.

Dashboard/feed with Chat bubbles in bottom right

User feed and dashboard
The dashboard is pretty intuitive and about what you’d expect, especially
if you’re familiar with Facebook (minus all the pesky ads). You can like and
comment on posts by other members and you can create your own posts
which can be images, video, links, or text. You can also tag other members in
your posts and comments. You won’t get a preview when posting videos, but
they will show up. Admins can also pin things to the top of the main feed.

Member chat screen

Member groups
You and your members can create groups for discussion topics or certain
interests. Members can subscribe to groups to receive posts from that group
in their main feed and be notified when there are new posts.

Digest Email
You can send a digest email to members that displays content from the
news feed. You are able to customize the content that’s shown and who
the email goes to.

Groups directory screen

Comprehensive Tools
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Bookable Resources and Events
Events
You can create events which your members can RSVP to. The events show
up in the main news feed. Currently there’s no billing function with events,
but the team is exploring this internally.

Calendar
Creating a digest email

Bisner has an integrated calendar in the Events tab to visualize future
planned events and past ones.

Bookings

Events directory screen

Inside the white-label Bisner environment there is also a booking option for
coworking spaces. Admins can create, manage and publish meeting rooms
which in turn can be booked by either members or guests. Compared to other booking platforms, the Bisner Booking user interface is incredibly sleek.

Booking Integrations
Bisner Booking will be integrated with online payment systems, accounting/
invoicing software and others. Booking can be used within the Bisner Community environment, or it can be used as a stand-alone product.
Booking a room

Room Display
Bisner Booking will also be available as a room-display application to be
placed outside meeting rooms to make it easier to see when a room is available or booked and by whom. The room-display is automatically synchronized with bookings made on the Bisner Booking platform.

Room booking display
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Bisner
Other
White-label mobile app
Bisner provides you and your community with your own white-label mobile app, which takes full advantage of all the Bisner
features but from your mobile device. The app is available on iOS and Android. Check out some screenshots below. The mobile
apps are optimized for community engagement with direct messaging, chat, and advanced notifications to name a few.

Mobile events dashboard

Mobile news feed

Mobile groups page

Chatting with a member

Software Integrations
Stripe

Twitter

Cobot

Zapier

Xero

Nexudus

Kisi

Habu

Google Calendar

Help desk

Deskworks

Facebook

Knowledge base

PayPal

LinkedIn

Current

Upcoming

Comprehensive Tools

CREATION IS IN
PART MERELY
THE BUSINESS
OF FORGOING
THE GREAT AND
SMALL DISTRACTIONS.
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Bisner
Brand Message &
Testimonials
Sponsor-only Content

Brand Message
At Bisner we realize the coworking community is playing a major role in how economies will be structured in the near future. Coworking spaces worldwide host a growing number of agile workers, freelancers and small and medium-sized business that are connecting, communicating, and collaborating more
than ever before. These people and businesses often work on multiple projects in different teams – and
yet remain independent.
Coworking spaces provide for innovative environments with office facilities and are the physical manifestation of the developing collaborative economy. But sharing an online environment makes things
even more easier and that’s where Bisner comes in, we enable coworking spaces to offer members just
that.
Bisner is the virtual extension of your coworking space. Manage your community, promote your coworking space, manage your bookings and communicate with your members - all on a single platform. Your
all-in-one application to save time and effort. Everything packaged in a white label solution: Customize
your community’s logo, color scheme, images, terminology, URL and more.
Coworking spaces will not only get more involved with their community, members will also get access
to a range of tools to grow their business and work more effectively. Communication tools, secure
workspaces, a company profile, and insights into the team’s activity. Bisner is a social work application where coworkers, partners, and clients meet and collaborate in a secure environment. Available,
synced, secure, wherever you go on all your devices. With the platform members are able to manage
multiple projects across multiple companies in one place.
As the main facilitator of virtual coworking Bisner is dedicated to the modern way of working itself. We
work in an open, social, and inspiring environment (clearly situated in a coworking space) where everyone can share ideas and opinions. We share many of the same values as the entrepreneurs, startups,
freelancers, and small businesses we have developed our platform for. We strive to help them to be a
profitable and collaborative community.

Comprehensive Tools

User Testimonials
“Bisner is a beautiful, intuitive platform that provides us the tools we need to engage our members and keep our
members connected and engaged.”

Rebecca Brian Pan
CEO and Co-founder - Covo

“To build an active and vibrant community, you have to make sure that knowledge is aligned and shared among
your members. Bisner allows me to do that quickly and easily and that is a big win for ECE.”

Gianluca Bellan
Manager - Erasmus Center for Entrepreneurship

Hubud is home to a diverse community of local and visiting members from all over the world. We wanted a
tool that would help our members stay connected and engaged no matter where they were. We chose Bisner
because we loved their obsessive and clear focus on community engagement, and the absolutely fantastic
customer service.

Steve Munroe
Founder - Hubud
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Cobot
SPONSOR

Pros:
Highly intuitive and simple
user interface
Highly customizable plans and
resources
Add-ons for customizing your
experience

Cons:
Only basic inventory management
(desks, offices, etc.)
No external booking feature
Very basic CRM

Cobot is very intuitive to set
up and configure without
much help. The experience
is customizable, but it
doesn’t do everything.
Probably the best thing about Cobot is the intuitive
and clean user interface.
While there are tons of useful features, Cobot is
not going to be all things to all people, and rather
purposefully so. They seem to have opted to integrate
with other tools instead of developing features they
don’t excel at. If you read the brand message from
cobot at the end of this section you’ll note this is in line
with one of their core values.
Because of this some may criticize the scope of
what Cobot has to offer. For example the office/

Comprehensive Tools
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desk inventory management is very rudimentary
(though is actively being worked on). The tool doesn’t
include community communication tools or a robust
community portal/website, just a standard member
portal for members to manage their plans and book
rooms with. You can, however, customize the colors
and logo on your member dashboard to match your
brand. The tool is not built to display bookables (e.g.
conference rooms) to non-members or the public for
hourly rental. These are pretty big distinctions from
many other management tools.

Special
Offer
Click anywhere on this image to sign up
for Cobot and get:
15% off monthly service fee

None are major issues for me, but means you’ll need
to implement some other tools into your workflow.
Luckily Cobot integrates with most things you’ll end up
using.

Membership Signup
Self signup
Self sign up is possible with Cobot. Members visit your Cobot URL, select a
membership plan, fill out their details, add any extras, and enter their credit
card information. You can change your settings to have your members be approved by an admin before finalizing a membership. The card is not charged
until the member is approved. This also allows the admin to customize the
membership before approving the member.
Member plan self-selection

Admin signup
Admin sign up of members is supported via a different process than the
self-sign up. It’s quick and you can customize membership plans without any
other steps.

Member contact info and details

You’ll need to scroll down to the bottom of the member’s new profile and edit
their payment method. You’ll be taken to a screen to enter and save credit
card information.
Because every member technically has a custom plan it makes custom deals
a breeze. Instead of having to make a new price plan for each custom deal
(overpopulating your price plan lists, and needing to remember to hide them
from public view) you just create a custom deal when signing up the new
member. You can change the custom plan at any time.

Admin member signup
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Cobot
Billing and Price Plans
General
In general, members are assigned plans and plans contain monthly rates,
time passes for access (if not unlimited), additional products, and booking
credits. Plans can be for teams or individuals. Default invoice days are
universally set in the Invoice Settings tab. You can customize member start
dates. If you need to bill in advance (for a deposit for example), you can
use the New Invoice feature on the Invoices tab. Billing in advance is not
supported automatically, but only happens automatically on the start date.
Currently, refunds must be processed through your payment provider directly.

Assigning a paying member

Team billing
Team billing is possible and easy to set up. Just create the paying member
(person or company) first. When creating the other team members, take
advantage of the drop-down menu called Paid For By. For offices, just set up
a free Team Membership and one Office membership assigned to the paying
member. All individuals a part of an Organization will share booking credits
and all charges incurred will be billed to the paying member.

Editing a price plan

One-off charges
One-off charges are possible. These are handled in the Invoices section.
Simply create a new invoice for a member or non-member and add what you
want. You can also enable an add-on to do quick one-off charges by member
without having to deal with the invoices.

Adding a one-off charge (deposit)

Day passes
You can allow people to purchase day passes on their own through the public URL provided by Cobot. Simply set up a plan that
has $0.00 recurring monthly fee, but has a single time pass set at the price you want. Technically, non-members don’t really exist in
Cobot. Anybody buying a day pass will still need to sign up for an account, which will add them to your members list. Note that these

Comprehensive Tools
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members do not count toward your limit in Cobot for billing purposes. Only
members with recurring monthly bills count toward your limit. In other words
you can have a thousand day pass members and it would still count as zero.
Day passes can be redeemed many ways, via wifi checkin, RFID or KISI
integrations, or manual check in by your staff.

Invoice generated

Office/desk inventory management
Inventory management with Cobot is currently pretty crude, but functional.
You need to enable the Offices add-on in the Setup > Addons section. This
tool can be used to manage and assign desks and offices. The team plans
to build this feature out more in the future, but for now it’s a little like navigating the file system on your computer.

Reports/analytics
Creating a day pass

Cobot has an analytics dashboard that is easy to get to. It shows things like
the breakdown of revenue by category (e.g. membership plans, day passes,
extras) and number of members by price plan. There are also exportable
lists of member plan upgrades, downgrades, and more.

Payment integrations
Basic desk/office inventory management

Stripe
Authorize.net
PayPal
Currently, refunds must be processed through your payment provider
directly.

Accounting integrations
Analytics dashboard

Xero CSV Export
Quickbooks CSV Export
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Cobot
Resource Bookings and Calendar
Booking credits and member bookings
Booking credits are given out as free hours as opposed to cash credits. You
can assign booking credits to any plan and select which resources they
apply to. For example, you can give away two “conference room” hours and
have them work for multiple sized conference rooms, even if each room is
priced at a different hourly rate. This is the most flexible and customizable
system I’ve found for doing more complex booking credit setups.
You can assign discount prices for conference rooms to a plan for when a
member’s credits run out. You can even assign multiple price points by conference room or resource type.

Assigning a paying member

Calendar
The calendar is pretty straightforward. You can double click on a date to start
creating a booking for that date or click the New Booking button in the top
right. You can check and uncheck bookable spaces categories to customize your view. There are day, week, and month views. As an admin you can
assign bookings to other people. The booking will have both a title and show
the member who reserved it (if you don’t want this, you can turn it off in
Bookings Settings).

Editing a price plan

Non-member bookings
These are possible… sort of. Technically a person still needs to sign up
for your space via Cobot by selecting a special Bookings Membership (or
whatever you choose to call it. Room pictures are not displayed with hourly
prices. In fact the first hint of pricing you get as a non-member is when you’re
making a booking and the price shows up.

Adding a one-off charge (deposit)

Additionally, unless you want to trust strangers to pay for their monthly bookings on the next months invoice (which I wouldn’t) you’ll
need to enable Booking Passes on the membership you’ve created. This “member” then needs to purchase Booking Passes before
being able to book space. However, when attempting to use this feature I wasn’t able to add a credit card as the member, only as an
admin.

Comprehensive Tools
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Other
Events
Events ticketing and RSVP functionality can be managed on Cobot via an
add-on. There doesn’t seem to be an easy function for renting event space
yet, though it seems you could create an invoice in the system for a client
for event space rental pretty easily.

Invoice generated

Other integrations
Zapier
KISI
Google Calendar
Bisner

Creating a day pass
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Cobot
Brand Message &
Testimonials
Sponsor-only Content

Brand Message
Cobot is a webbased coworking management application that dramatically eases the everyday administrative tasks to empower space managers, so they can focus on what really matters time for their
coworkers.
Unlike most of coworking softwares that came from venue management and ecommerce systems,
Cobot was designed for the unique needs of coworking from the very beginning, having now over six
years of constant inhouse testing.
We believe coworking communities are vibrant hubs We aim to be the tool to support the growth of all
spaces, no matter their size or location. Today we have a broad user community of have over 400 of all
sizes using Cobot. We are present in more than 30 countries across five continents and over 35,000
coworkers enjoy the benefits of our software.
That is why instead of restraining spaces by offering only one single management formula we made
Cobot highly flexible and open to allow for many different models of coworking. There are multiple
ways to adapt Cobot further according to the needs of spaces through some of our many apps integrations and our open API. We want to encourage spaces that want to build their own features, or even an
entirely new system on top of Cobot.
Thilo Utke and Alexander Lang are the developers behind Cobot. They work together since 2006 running and opened their own coworking space in Berlin, Co.up, in 2008. With the success of Co.up, the
management became more and more timeconsuming, and it was the necessity to manage their own
space that lead to the creation of Cobot in early 2010. Since then, Cobot quickly grew from being our
inhouse system into one of the first and highest ranked coworking softwares.

Comprehensive Tools

The Cobot Manifesto
As Cobot grew out a coworking space itself, the Cobot Manifesto was developed by our team to guide
our development and business decisions. It reflects our dedication and participation in the global coworking community, the heart of our business. Most importantly, it represents why we choose to be part
of this movement. The Cobot Manifesto is based on these five main pillars, inspired by the international
coworking manifesto:
Community over Business
People and their connections are the foundation of our industry.
Engagement over Management
We prefer letting coworkers organize themselves over micromanaging every aspect of a space.
Excellence over Versatility
We prefer doing a few things very well over doing everything in a mediocre way.
Dialog over Reach
A conversation between real people mostly does more than reaching a thousand followers.
Trust over Control
Trust people, and they will do the right thing.
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User Testimonials
We found out about Cobot through research on Google. Once we found the website, it seemed like it was built
by people who understood the coworking ecosystem well. The Software was well designed, easy to use, and
had a good UI.
Cobot today helps usspecifically with tasks like Invoicing, Collections, Meeting room bookings and communicationwith members: both broadcast messages and trouble ticket items. With the multitude of integrations that
Cobota has got like Slack, Mail chimp, Xero, QuickBooks etc, it makes communication and management even
better.
We like the product and do believe that it is of great value for any coworking space as it’s backed with an excellent support team. I trouble the team with my queries very often and have always been happy with their promptness.

Aishani Gupta
Central Orchestrator - 91Springboards

I LOVE COBOT. Cobot saved me from a few poorly managed google spreadsheets, post-its and multi-platform
invoicing tools. Cobot saves me time and money. I am extremely loyal to Cobot and enjoy all the enhancements
they have made over the past few years.
My favorite features are being able to customize each member’s plan as needed, managing conference room
bookings and how when you integrate it with Stripe, members’ cards are charged automatically each month so
it’s very hands-off for the members!
My favorite part about the Cobot team is how caring and responsive they are to my needs. They always reply
quickly and I feel they truly understand what it means to run a coworking space and their software reflects that.

Angel Kwiatkowski
CEO and Founder - Cohere

As one of Cobot’s oldest and largest customers on the U.S. West Coast, we’ve been really appreciative of Cobot’s ability to grow with us.
The Port Workspaces started with just one, 10 member building, but has since grown to serve over 600+ members across 3 unique locations, including an entire rehabilitated shopping mall - all managed by just 3 community managers using Cobot.
During this entire expansion, Cobot has been indispensable for solving our trickiest billing logistics and unique
use cases, empowering our small staff to continue delivering quality service to Oakland’s coworking community.
Cobot’s stellar customer support and responsive team has made the Port Workspaces feel like we have a true
partner in helping us focus on what matters most - our members.

Morgan Sully
Director of Technology - The Port Workspaces

Comprehensive Tools

COWORKING ENABLES THE
FREEDOM
ECONOMY
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CoWork.io
SPONSOR

Pros:
Incredibly easy inventory management
Clean design
Public facing marketplace to rent
space
Community portal

Cons:
Membership plan setup not intuitive
Some text not translated to English
well

CoWork.io is packed with a
lot of features, has a clean
design, but some setup
was confusing initially.
CoWork.io is a French company and when we first
got access to the tool some areas of the tool weren’t
completely translated. Most of that seems to be
changed now. Some words didn’t translate well,
however, so that will need work.
Setting up memberships and other products was a
little confusing at first because the tool uses a few
settings we weren’t familar with. We dive into that
later.
Aside from those things the tool is actually pretty
great. I found it to be very intuitive when it came to
desk/office inventory management. It’s especially

Comprehensive Tools
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great when you need to set up dozens or hundreds
of items. For larger spaces this feature will make you
smile. We also talk more about this later.

Special
Offer

The calendar was easy to deal with, but there are
some limitations when it comes to how booking credits
work, which we’ll go over.

Use promo code COWORK.IO 2016 to get
the follow deal from CoWork.io:

The marketplace where people can go to rent spaces
such as conference rooms looks great and is a feature
that sets CoWork.io apart from many other tools.

3 month extended free trial
15% off for 6 months

Membership Signup
Self signup
Self sign up is possible with CoWork.io. Members visit your CoWork.io URL
and go through a basic signup process which will capture their personal
information, credit card information, and even allow them to join an existing
team.

Self signup

Because the tool was created in France (where SIREN numbers are a thing)
prospects are asked for a SIREN number if they are joining alone. Prospects
can click the link below that field to put in their organization information and
can skip the SIREN and VAT fields (since VAT doesn’t exist in many places
like the United States).
Once signed up, members will have access to purchase things from your
catalog of available products. They aren’t asked to join a plan during signup.
More on this later.

Admin member signup

Admin signup
Admin sign up of members is supported via a different process than the selfsign up. You’ll navigate to the Clients screen in the admin portion of tool and
add a new member along with all their personal information. Once added,
the member will receive a similar confirmation email as if they’d signed up
themselves.

Recently created member profile

Credit cards are captured only when the member goes to pay for something,
such as paying an invoice or purchasing booking credits. It is not captured in
the signup process. Plans are also not selected during the signup process,
but are only selected when added to an invoice.
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CoWork.io
Billing and Price Plans
General
Recurring price plans revolve around three things. Bookable Services,
Spaces in your Center, and Products sold in your Catalog. You need all three
to create a recurring membership, even if you don’t need to assign specific
spaces (such as with the case of general coworking members).
It makes sense to start with your Bookable Services first, as they are the
foundation of everything else. You would then create Spaces followed finally
by Products in the Catalog.

Adding a catalog item

Assigning plans works a little differently in CoWork.io than it does with
other tools. Plans are assigned by adding a recurring invoice to a member’s
account. There isn’t a drop-down menu on the member profile page for plan
selection.
Invoices generate automatically on the 1st of each month, and prorate
automatically. If you create a prorated invoice it won’t generate right away
unless you tell it to. As an admin, you can choose if you want an invoice
generated each time something is purchased (one invoice per order) or if
you want one consolidated invoice per month that will be generated on the
1st of each month, containing recurring orders for the month to come as
things purchased over the past month. This setting is set on a client level, so
it’s pretty flexible. You can also force the invoice generate at anytime if you
want.

Creating an invoice

Team billing
Team billing is possible with CoWork.io. It’s actually pretty simple to set up.
Simply add Collaborators to an Organization and add whatever membership
or desk they have to the recurring invoice. The account Owner can assign
booking credits to team members. When adding invoice items to an
Organization’s invoice you need to assign the recurring membership to the
Collaborator.
The system will automatically pro-rate new team member’s plans and
invoices can be generated immediately with a manual process.

Catalog item details screen

Comprehensive Tools
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One-off charges
You can easily do one-off charges in the Quotation/Invoice section or the
Client > Invoices tab. Simply select Add Free Line when adding things to the
invoice so you can do a custom charge.

Clients list

Day passes
You can create a Product in your Catalog that is a day pass. You can sell
single day passes a package of day passes that can be used any time. Day
passes are redeemed via the same reservation system for bookables.

Office/desk inventory management

Work spaces list

Basic desk/office inventory management

Inventory/office/desk management is pretty easy with CoWork.io. While
there currently there is no floor plan map because the team at CoWork.io is
rebuilding this section of the tool, it’s still a breeze to create multiples of any
finite workspace like a desk or office. For example, if you have 38 desks,
you simply specify the number of Desk workspaces you’d like the system to
create. When adding memberships to an invoice you’ll be asked to assign an
associated workspace, meaning you’ll always know what desks and offices
are available. This is particularly useful for larger spaces, whereas smaller
spaces don’t typically need such robust inventory management.

Reports/analytics
The analytics dashboard provides information on occupancy rates, average
revenue per invoice, total revenue, breakdown of revenue by product, and
much more. You can also export data on your members, invoices, and other
data sets from their respective pages.

Payment integrations
Analytics dashboard

Stripe
Paypal
Payzen (CB + SEPA automatic wire payment transfer)
Paybox
BNP Mercanet
Slimpay (CB + SEPA automatic wire payment transfer)
Ingenico Payline
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CoWork.io
Accounting integrations
Payments are automatically reconciled directly within CoWork.io using end-to-end integration
Accounting exports (third parties and invoices in the following format .csv, .csv UTF-8, json, xls, xlsx) allow for a quick integration with
popular accounting software in the market : Xero, Quickbooks, Sage, SAP, etc.
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Bookings and Calendar
Booking credits and member bookings
The easiest way for your coworkers to book spaces or resources is just to
choose them from their client account and pay right away.
You can alternatively assign a number of resource hours with plans or you
can require your members to use booking credits, which can be assigned by
team leaders or purchased by solo members.
Creating a booking

Finalizing a booking

The only downside with the CoWork.io system is that you can’t have an hour
equal an hour in all conference rooms if you have different prices/categories
of rooms. For example, if you want to use the hours model for members and
price rooms differently for the public, for your members you would need to
assign two hours to both your small and large conference rooms for members, ultimately giving them four hours of conference room time, instead of
two split between either (at the member’s discretion). The issue comes down
the system’s architecture and approach to dealing with resource bookings.
The only way around this is to do the booking credits setup instead, assigning booking credits to members with their plans, which are price based.

Calendar

Member marketplace

Each resource, workspace or meeting room, can be set up with a monthly
calendar (useful for monthly memberships like desks) or a timeline calendar
(useful for resources booked hourly). The calendar has a very smooth drag
and and drop UI/UX similar to a sideways Google Calendar, something rarely
seen in coworking management tools.

Non-member bookings

Member marketplace

As far as I can tell, non-members need to register (therefore becoming
“members” in a sense) in order to book anything at all. This prevents random
people, who you don’t know, from signing up for conference room space. It
also seems that there isn’t a way for the potential client to see the resources
or availabilities before registering. Great for capturing information for the
coworking space, but possibly a deterrent for prospects who just want to
quickly view and maybe book.
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CoWork.io
Other
Member Directory
CoWork.io has a pretty useful member directory where you can search for
organizations, members, or skills. Searching for skills will pull up members
with those skills so members can connect with potential talent and partners.
Other tools have similar directories, but CoWork.io’s design sets them apart.

Community dashboard

Member directory dashboard

The newsfeed/dashboard allows members and staff to post messages
asking for help, to create an event, or offer services. There isn’t additional
functionality for the event posting beyond the message (i.e. it doesn’t
integrate with your calendar).

Mobile app
CoWork.io also allows you to have a white-label mobile app for your
coworking space, where members can purchase products and make
bookings.

Community newsfeed

MONLOGO
Jérome
Andreu
Centre Villepinte II (93)

Mes réservations
Communauté

Other integrations
HID RFID

Membres
Mes clés d’accès
Paramètres
À propos / Mentions légales

KISI (coming soon)
PaperCut
Equitrac

Whilte-label mobile app, dashboard and product catalog
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CoWork.io
Brand Message &
Testimonials
Sponsor-only Content

Brand Message
Create Life and Collaboration in spaces! This is what we do and this is the challenge we’ve focused our
energy on since our incorporation in 2014!
As a tribe of Tech Entrepreneurs, we’ve experienced quite a few workplaces from cafés, bars, incubators, coworking spaces, to the benches of big companies’ open spaces for some of us. From those
experiences, we drew one conclusion: coworking is like Magic!
Magic of people sitting next to one another and ending up sharing beyond just a workspace;
Magic of daily routines that smoothly and happily turn into robust foundations for successful and
fulfilling professional lives and strong personal relations;
Magic of spaces that happen to no longer be just square meters but a high value-added services
and support to entrepreneurs, freelances and a growing community of employees willing to break
free of the old box office world!
Unlike any other spaces we’ve been at, we feel coworking spaces have so far been able to create compelling and unique experiences for both members and visitors. We believe they often relied on the right
blend of people skills, warm set up of the space and a great deal of empathy to coworkers’ needs as
well as strong identities.
At CoWork.io, we provide space managers with the right set of tools and a framework to efficiently and
seamlessly manage their day-to-day tasks so that they can focus on what’s important: work on the experience in the space and associated services, spend time with coworkers and develop their concept!
We are White Label because we believe what you’re creating is unique and deserves better than
standard presentations that can be seen on commercialization platforms
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We are Open because we want you to build the right IT ecosystem to perfectly suit your needs; you
can use both our native integrations or our REST APIs
We are Mobile because we believe there’s so much to be done to create genuine digital experiences in
today’s XXIst century digital workplace
We are Tech because we are convinced that technology – when it’s as thin as the air – can play a big
part in the creation of outstanding digital experiences
Our experience with no less than 350 coworking spaces in France and abroad has told us that there’s no
“one recipe” to make it all happen.
Alongside our clients and partners, we’ve tried step by step to build genuine and compelling digital experiences in coworking spaces for both end-users and space managers in an agile and adaptative fashion. It
would be great to have onboard!
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User Testimonials
Patchwork is unique co-working space located at the center of Paris. It offers a big open space, meeting rooms
and small independent cells. According to Mickael Benfredj layout and environment play a central role in this
business. “The environment must be nice, that is why the coworkers come!”. Regarding the management of
a co-working centers Mickael alerts for the various topics you must be aware of. Being active by helping your
co-workers community either on their daily tasks or getting them engaged to the others, to a more bureaucratic
part of expenses and control. “My biggest challenge was by far finding a good management tool that comprised all my needs. CoWork.io is a very comprehensive and intuitive tool that allowed me to efficiently
manage the administrative and commercial tasks.”

Mikael Benfredj
Founder - Patchwork

Urban Place, an innovative co-working space in Israel, offers a high quality service, where the human relationship is placed first. Far from being just a simple shared office space, Urban Place offers a type of work organization and networking that encourages exchange and openness being our added values. CoWork.io management
tool allowed us to propel our new space. Its use is simple; super effective; responsive and with a very friendly
support. Urban Place will launch a new space in December of 2300 m² becoming the third most important
co-working space in Israel. For this purpose, we are already working hand in hand with CoWork.io development
team to prepare for this new step.

Alexandre Dewin
Manager - Urban Place

Cowork’In space is a collaborative workspace located in Aix-en-Provence – south of France. We offer our
members different workspaces from open space, to individual offices and even relaxation area. The biggest
value added of working in a place like ours is the network favored by sharing the same office space with other
entrepreneurs. We chose to use CoWork.io to help with the management of our space; first because it allows
each member to reserve according to their needs; but also because it facilitates exchanges between coworkers,
through its messaging feature. CoWork.io has allowed us to free ourselves from administrative tasks to devote
our time primarily to the entertainment of the space.

Bénédict Dammann
Co-founder - Cowork’In
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Deskworks
SPONSOR

Pros:
Robust functionality
Clean-looking design
Incredibly flexible and customizable
with plans and services

Cons:
Complicated initial setup
Possibly too many options

Deskworks is a fairly robust
tool with a clean-looking
design, but we found a
little complicated to set up
initially.
Overall the tool is pretty well built and can handle
a wide range of functionality and special billing
scenarios. The team has built out functionality to work
with VoIP, wifi integration, and door access control
for main door access and conference rooms, which
allows for the tracking of conference room hours. We
couldn’t physically test these integrations, but have
with users who are happy about the integration.
The initial setup was a little complicated for us,
compared to some other tools. It was sometimes
complicated to understand how membership plans
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worked which we explain later. I don’t think we could
have set this up without help from support.

Special
Offer

However, once past the initial setup the tool has a lot
of functionality. It really just comes down to getting
familiar with the user interface and knowing where
particular settings are.

Use promo code CIGUIDE2016 to get the
following deal from Deskworks:

One huge distiction between this tool and others is
the way Deskworks opts to deal with booking credits
(dollar credits instead of hour credits). Some other
tools allow you to choose either or only use hours.

Up to 30 members free for 3 months

Membership Signup
Self signup
Self sign up is possible with Deskworks. You have your own unique URL
which users can visit to sign up for plans. You can customize email confirmations and logo as well. They go through a pretty intuitive signup process
including information capture, credit card capture, plan selection, etc.

Self signup contact info screen

Admin signup
Admin sign up is also possible via a different method than self signup. To add
a new member, you go to the Register Member tab and fill out the information
on the page, including creating their login credentials.
First you select a price list for the member, which allows and restricts what
plans and products they can purchase or be assigned to. This is useful for
separating types of customers (e.g. for a nonprofit price list).

Self signup membership selection

Admin membership signup screen

You can also add the source of the lead and customize the source choices.
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Deskworks
Billing and Price Plans
General
This tool has two main components that make up price plans: price lists and
products. It makes sense to set up your products first, then categorize your
price lists based on different types of member rates. Think: what groups
of members or people do I want paying the same or different prices for
things. This adds a lot of customizability with plans. You can be as simple or
complex as you’d like really.
Product Types

Products page

The mentality at Deskworks is: if you sell it, it’s a product. Therefore a plan is
a product, a conference room is a product, and coffee is a product. Products
are subdivided into multiple product types based on what you’re trying to do.
Membership - used primarily to set up monthly or otherwise recurring
memberships or plans
Registration - for adding one-time charges to a new signup.
Rental Hours - all bookables and any finite asset should be tied to rental
hours for inventory tracking (even offices and desks). This will make more
sense later. Day passes are set up under rental hours.

Adding new product

Print - for printing, if so desired.
Services - for services such as design or admin services, if so desired.
We won’t go into all the nuances of what types of products and plans you can
create, but with Deskworks I’ve found you can make pretty much anything
happen. For highly specific details on a type of plan or situation you’d like to
see, contact the team directly.

Adding a comember to an existing member’s account

Team billing
Team billing is possible. There are two ways. To set up team billing you create the paying member and add all products (memberships
or otherwise) to this person’s account. You’ll automatically set up a membership in the Register New Member process, but you can
add additional memberships or products to the account in the Recurring Billing section. Be sure to put the additional team member’s
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name in the notes so you know who it’s for. You then add the additional
members as co-members to the account, but the billing and plan will not
be tied to the co-member. Sounds a little confusing, but that’s how it works.
The other way is to simply add the paying member’s CC to the other team
member’s account, but this isn’t recommended from an organizational or
reporting standpoint.

Adding recurring charge (membership) to paying account

One-off charges
One-off charges are possible. While having the member selected that you
want to charge, you go to the Post Payments or Charges tab and add whatever charges you want. You can add memberships or custom charges. You
can either let the charge sweep onto the invoice or you can add a payment to
charge them immediately.

Day passes
Adding a one-off charge to member account

Day passes can be added in two ways in the Deskworks admin portal.
Bundled as part of a membership or added as a one-time rental product. The
best way to create one is to set it up as a Rental Hour product with 24 hours
for the pass size. You can add the non-bundled day passes to a member’s
account just as you would a one-off charge and they are created in the same
way as your other products. Bundled day passes in a membership can be set
to renew or re-up automatically.

Creating a day pass

Deskworks offers multiple ways to redeem day passes. An admin can click
the Check In Button on the Menu Bar (this is only visible if the Active Member
has passes in their plan). You can connect a tablet for checkin at the front
desk, which lets you type in your access number, your login/pw, or just use
an RFID fob with an Omnikey Reader. Lastly you can use Deskworks’ Firewall/Access Points package for automatic Wifi checkin.

Office/desk inventory management

Page used for iPad checkin, but in my browser

On the One-View Calendar, you can see all of your resources, whether they
are available for daily reservations or full-time dedicated plans. (Note the
grayed-out resources are “not available”.)
To set this up, just enter each resource in Inventory/Rental Units. If a
resource is taken full time, click the “Not Available” button on it.
Each dedicated space can also be entered as a separate Membership
Product (Office 1, Office 2, etc.). This lets you customize the reservation
credits, passes, calendar hours, etc. for that plan. Then when you pull your
Recurring Billing Report in Item order, you see exactly everything taken and
who has the space at what price and with what discount.
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Deskworks
Reports/analytics
Deskworks reports are visible in real-time on your screen as soon as you go
into the particular report. All of them are available to download as pdf or .csv.
Each report has a column for which fields to include and a column to select
the order you want to see the report in. You can also select the date range
for all relevant reports. There are reports for Income, Accounts Receivable,
Income by Item (this has subgroups that you can set up through a part numbering system), Recurring Billings, Deposit Summary (which ties each deposit into your bank into the sub-components of that deposit), Credit Balance
Report (which shows you anyone with credit balances), Membership, and
Mailbox (which Name, Mailbox Number, Key Number, how you should handle
mail for this account, and any other names for that mailbox.)

Reports generation dashboard

Payment integrations
Spreedly.com (this integrates into 100+ other gateways)

Accounting integrations
The Deskworks team will help you integrate with any tool with a good API

Adding Credit to a plan via Price List. See highlighted.
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Bookings and Calendar
Booking credits

Making a reservation

All booking credits are currently done in dollar amounts instead of hours
(we’re told that you’ll be able to do hour credits by the time this is published).
That being said, the team strongly reommends using dollars instead of hours
This allows you to have differently priced conference rooms, allowing members to book either conference room with their credits, but one simply costs
more credits. You can allow any Product to be used with booking credits or
not. For example, if you want members to be able to book conference rooms,
but not large events spaces with their booking credits, you could do that. You
would simply check the box “Can be used with Reservation Credits” in the
Product setup screen.
Adding Reservation Credit to a plan happens when you assign the Product
to a Price List. You simply add an amount under Credit field. See the below
screenshot.

Non-member booking process. Space selection.

Calendar
The view for the calendar booking function is mostly the same for members
and admins, and happens in the same place. Simply using a quick two-click
action you can book “from” and “to” times, then fill out the rest of your details.
The calendar has a crisp look and is pretty intuitive. There are settings to repeat meetings and you can click the Calendar button to view a daily calendar
for all rooms.

Non-member booking process. Time selection.

Non-member bookings
Deskworks gives you a link for your public-facing website for non-members
to make reservations. You can set up spaces to be available on different
schedules for members and non-members. You set up global rules, and then
can customize further for specific resources. Non-members are charged by
credit card as soon as they make a reservation.
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Deskworks
Other
Other integrations
Google Calendar, which then links to any of the online aggregators such as
LiquidSpace, Cloudmeetingrooms, etc.
They have a tablet integration for RFID fob checkin and Room Calendar
Display integration.
Through their API, they can pretty much integrate with anything, if you ask.

Google Calendar integration
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Deskworks
Brand Message &
Testimonials
Sponsor-only Content

Brand Message
We started up The Satellite in 2009. Our original motivation was an environmental one — to reduce
commutes and the resultant CO2 emissions by providing a work community closer to people’s homes.
In order to do that, we knew we had to be hyper-efficient. We had to be open 24/7, while only staffing
during working hours. We knew immediately we’d have to develop software to minimize time and errors
through automation and to be able to offer lots of different membership products to meet varying needs.
So Satellite Deskworks was born.
We’re built on a Ruby on Rails platform, with Angular Java Script, so we can move very fast with
updates in a rock-solid platform. Deskworks runs our own 8 sites, along with many others. Because we
have several sites, we can test new features fast, so you get things with minimal bugs quickly. We’re
designed to easily start up multiple centers, in the most intuitive platform out there.
Deskworks is designed with the 4 Pillars to manage your center in mind:
One View
See everything going on in your center in real time on a simple screen. The Calendar graphically shows
you your activity on any day; the Dashboard gives you a real time instant picture of your income this
month, your accounts receivable, who’s in your center now, your reservations today and tomorrow, and
anyone trying to register at your center — whether they’re completing, stopped, or need your help.
Member Self-sufficiency
Your members can access Deskworks from any device and instantly make reservations, connect
with other members, update their credit card, modify their profile or pull a statement. They can be
automatically checked in using wifi or RFID fob. We also give you a link to go on your website so non-
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members can make reservations at your center, taking payment by credit card instantly. And of course
people can register themselves for any of your plans that you make available to them.
Financial Control
Automatic connection to your accounting software, deposit reports to reconcile to your bank records,
real time visibility into Income, AR, Recurring Billings and what’s selling. With our PCI compliant credit
card vault, you can use any credit card processor and gateway. Maybe best of all, in the real world of
coworking, you have to be flexible — take payment quickly in any form, set up Recurring Billings on any
schedule, turn plans on and off easily, and have a logic structure that lets you intuit how something should
be done.
Scalability
Deskworks lets you grow easily in the number of members, the number of plans, the number of centers.
Add a new center instantly using your existing products and just cloning to create a new pricelist. New
members can add themselves.
Maybe most important, Deskworks is built by people with a lot of business experience, not just in
coworking, so you easily have the standard accounting structure you need to run your business and know
where you are in real time. That makes a big difference!
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User Testimonials
We run a small center, which makes it even more important that we can be as flexible as possible while minimizing time needed for business operations. We outgrew another software, and started using DeskWorks because
it met those needs. We love the product — it’s just what we needed as we start up our next site!

Jenifer Ross
Founder - The Watercooler

We started our center and immediately chose DeskWorks, after looking at everything else out there. Everyone
at the company has been so supportive and helpful. We got a lot more than just software! DeskWorks is remarkably intuitive. It’s very easy for us to use, and our members can do so much for themselves that our job has
become even easier!t

Daniel Rivera
Founder - Grindstone Coworking

We’ve been using DeskWorks for some time now. We’re running a lot of services with it, and we’ve been able
to automate a lot of our business, reducing staff time considerably. The Deskworks team has been highly responsive to our needs, resolves issues quickly and has even worked with us to customize the application for our
particular needs.

Victor Matarasso
Founder - Laptop Lounge
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essensys
SPONSOR

Pros:
End-to-end solution
In-depth reporting tools
Knowledge base of how-to articles
with photos

Cons:
Doesn’t integrate with external
community tools

essensys is a simple
software platform with
a robust set of features,
awesome reporting, and an
easy-to-use interface.
While we were unable to have access to our own
demo account, we were incredibly impressed with
the live demo we did with the essensys team. The
platform looks very easy to work with and is filled with
all the essential features we were looking for, plus a
whole lot more.
The team has recently developed a new UI which
greatly improves the design aesthetic and user
experience. Billing, Accounting, and member set-up
seem to be intuitive to setup and manage. essensys
also provides a knowledge base of how-to articles
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with photos if you get stumped on any of the setup or
day-to-day management.
The coming essensys updates have a strong focus on
the community side of their system, and would help
provide an engaged community within your space.
Overall we were impressed with the quality of what we
saw.

Membership Signup
Self signup
Self sign up is possible and simple to do with the essensys platform. New
users can “sign-in with LinkedIn” from your essensys URL - which will sync
any of their LinkedIn skills and interests to their profile- or can go through
the regular signup process that captures their contact info, credit card, and
requires them to sign up for a plan. A member can signup completely on their
own without having to go through an admin.
Space site

Space site 2

When a new account is created, admins will receive an email notification
and the new member will receive a welcome email with their login and pin
passcode. (The email templates are fully customizable) For the account to be
complete and added to the members platform, new members have to accept
the Terms and Conditions and add a credit card for payment. The T&Cs can
be modified and assigned to fit your specific products and plans. A link to
the agreed upon T&Cs can be added into the Welcome Email for member
reference.

Admin signup
Admin sign up is possible via a different process than self sign-up. Admin
sign up allows for more customization of the account, specifically within the
billing and discount areas.

Member self signup, plan selection
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essensys
Billing and Price Plans
General
In general, members are assigned packages and packages are made up
of pre determined products, meeting room hours, or time passes.
You can choose your start date for a package and whether you want to
prorate. Prorating is possible, but is decided and setup by the admin. The
essensys platform is setup to do a full month cost on the first month and then
prorates the second month in an effort to generate more revenue. Pricing
can be set on a monthly, quarterly, bi-annual or annual basis. You can setup
your packages to include deposits, setup fees and customize restrictions for
different client types. Your client types and restrictions within each are fully
customizable. Creating different client types and matching restrictions can
be useful in eliminating the possibility of a lower level contact racking up
charges without a recurring membership. Payment will always be captured
during the initial sign up process, as new member signups cannot move
forward without first providing their payment details. Once the payment
gateway collects payment info, an invoice is generated and payment
allocated.

Admin member signup

Create new client

Team billing
Team billing is possible with the essensys platform. Once the main user is signed up (whether online or through admin sign up) they
will have the ability to add additional members and manage their users. All member usage within the team will be billed to the primary
contact.

One-off charges
As mentioned above, products can currently be added through the POS system. A built-in products section is currently being developed and these will have a base price that can then be modified to fit your space’s needs. Products can be set with specific rules
limiting which packages they would be available to.
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Day passes
Time based plans are available with the essensys platform and can be purchased as a full or half day pass. Upon setup for the sale, the new user will
be added into the system as a certain client type, much like that of a meeting
room client, without a recurring contract. They will still need to agree to a
T&Cs in their simple setup process.
Point of sale page

Office/desk inventory management

Setting up a day pass

The essensys platform has an extensive and super intuitive reports module.
Your reports can be based on any module in the system. It is a really beneficial feature for smaller operations. Once your reports have been setup, you
can schedule them going forward so they will automatically be sent to you at
specific times. To check your available inventory, you can select an office in
the Quotes module, and it will show the current status of either available or
occupied.
* A floor plan view is in the works for inventory management

Reports/analytics

Analytics dashboard

Payment integrations
Stripe
Infintech
GoCardless
*More will be added soon

The new essensys design will provide a sleek-looking dashboard to view vital
statistics for your space. We were also impressed with the exisiting reporting
functionality, which provides robust filters for getting to the data you actually
want without sifting through too much noise.
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essensys
Accounting integrations
The essensys platform works with multiple accounting integrations.

Sage

Twinfield

First Accounting

QuickBooks

Great Plains

Flex Systems

Xero

Sun Accounting Software

Business Navigator

Propman

OpenAccounts

Agresso

MYOB

Exchequer

Winbooks

Exact

Navision

Al Batin

VT: VT Accounts

Coins

Coins Export

Visma

Qube
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Bookings and Calendar
Booking credits and member bookings

Bookings calendar

Within the essensys platform, booking credits are normally added as part of
a membership package - e.g., A plan of 5 meeting room hours per month can
be added to the membership package during the initial setup. Final charges
are settled at each month’s end. Any bookings will initially show up as a
charge, and then any applicable credits will be added at the end of the month
to result in a final fee. This style of billing will help to resolve issues with the
back and forth of members booking and cancelling. Any cancellations made
within the correct T&C will be billed accordingly. Members can also follow
along and see how many hours they have left and how many they have
booked each month.
You can setup meeting plans and credits so each different member type has
different hours allocated. Meeting rooms fees and credits are factored in at
the end of the month, as mentioned above.

Member calendar view

Calendar
The calendar in the essensys platform is crisp and simple to use. Calendar
view options of Month - Week - Day - List. You can click on a date or the +
icon to create a new booking. Admins can add new bookings, recurring bookings, and show cancellations.
essensys says that their Bookings and Calendar Inventory work in true realtime, which they claim is a big differentiator from the other platforms.

Community screen

Non-member bookings

Company profile

Non-member bookings are possible through a widget that essensys populates on your URL. Within this widget, non-members can see real time
availability of your space and create a booking. They will be able to browse
photos of your meeting rooms, see the prices associated and make special
requests for their meeting, such as catering. They would have to put in some
contact information to create their booking and they would be setup in the
system as a meeting room client type. This client type is typically setup with
non-member rates and with the requirement to pay at POS via credit card.
When a booking is created an email is sent to both the admin and the new
user. The new user will receive a login to the platform and will be able to continually book with that login, but will not be tied to a recurring contract.
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essensys
Other
Events
Event creation is possible within the essensys platform. Events can be created and published for your members to register to attend.
* This area of the system is being revamped in the upcoming changes.

Community tools

Directory screen

*Version 2 of the community discussion board and directory pages are coming soon.
The community page in the essensys platform is a unique feature from most other systems. It allows your members to collaborate
and self-connect by creating discussions, groups and share services among your space’s community. Each profile will show a
percentage of completeness (similar to that of LinkedIn profile) to help encourage your members to complete and maximize the use
of their profile and community. Even more importantly, anything that your members add to their contact page will be available in the
admin side contact record, allowing you to see how involved your member is. If you see their profile is only 30% complete, you can
have the system send out an email reminding them to complete their profile.
Community managers can also send out announcements, which will show up on the main page of your members community page. A
simple way to update your members, without having to send out an email. (Emails are still possible in the system)
Through the directory page, members can browse through a list of member and company profiles. Based on the likes, dislikes and
interests the system will create a “suggested” list for each of your members. Searching for other members can be filtered based on a
variety of structures e.g. Industry, Skills and even a keyword like “ wine” to connect members with similar interests.
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IT and Communications Services
essensys also provides extensive end-to-end hardware and services integrations. Using a single web and mobile based app
interface, which they call Connect, operators can automate the provisioning, delivery, management and billing of on-demand ICT
services to run the following:

Networking and connectivity

Billing and reporting

LAN Management

Monthly site service reports

Firewall

Site and customer level
bandwidth graphs

Bandwidth
Wi-Fi Management
Unified Communications
Physical phones, handset
manager

Call reporting
Support

Infrastructure
Tier IV, ISO 27001-certified
data centres
Built in failover for carriers
Private network
Automated backup

Help desk
Knowledge base

UC manager
Soft Phone
Virtual receptionist console

Other integrations

Business & Marketing

Brokers

Call Loggers

Zapier

Free Office Finder

WinCall

Salesforce

DAVINCI

Tiger

Slack

Instant Offices

OAK

Intercom

Liquidspace

TIM Enterprise

PerkHub

Officebroker

CDR-DATA

Amazon Web Services

EasyOffices

WCG

Trello

Global Office Search

Office 365

Plus nearly a dozen more

Hubspot
MailChimp
Dropbox
EloquaSupport

Door Access & Reception
Control
Brivo
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Brand Message &
Testimonials
Sponsor-only Content

Brand Message
essensys changes the way workspaces operate. The essensys platform is a simple, easy to use software platform that helps you manage your workspace from lead to cash and everything in between. By
accessing the essensys platform, workspaces can attract and retain customers, grow additional income
streams, create a sense of community and gain business insight to make quicker decisions. We focus
on ensuring that your workspace can deliver the best customer experience, maximize spend per member and revenue per sq. ft. From lead creation, workspace operations, through to IT, Wi-Fi, comms and
billing - essensys is the global leader in delivering an end-to-end experience, specifically designed for
workspace operators.
The changing dynamics of the workforce is having a significant influence on how we work both today
and in the future. Expectations of the workplace experience are changing. A shift in corporate mindset
sees an evolution in the way workers want to adapt their working environment to their personal requirements. Digitally Native employees - soon to be followed by Generation Y workers - want
significant flexibility in working hours and location, with many workers viewing work and life as interwoven. This generation of employees not only thrives in highly collaborative workplaces but places high
regard towards it when selecting where to work. The sharing economy is also emerging as critical to
workplace effectiveness. As companies seek to incorporate the values of the new generation, we will
see an even further shift away from traditional offices and corporate structures to more flexible collaborative workplaces.
essensys’ decade-long history as an innovator, service provider and partner to flexible workspace
operators, means we are now at the forefront of the global space-as-a-service revolution that is. Our
relentless obsession with the flexible workspace market means we are driving continuous innovation
to ensure that our customers can transform their business. We aim to support that transformation by
helping them to deliver operational efficiency; grow and protect core revenues; compelling and differentiated customer experience and increasing their ability to monetize services to generate new growth
opportunities.
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User Testimonials
With essensys we have tremendously improved our operational efficiency while extending a comprehensive yet
easy-to-use member platform to our customers. As a multi-site organization, comprehensive workspace management features, access to real-time inventory and data reporting gives us the tools we need to manage our
locations intelligently.
The essensys platform empowers staff members to manage client services and perform administrative functions on demand and with ease. The simple interface allows our staff to move clients in and provision services
in minutes. We have been able to reduce operating costs, number of contracts, and time spent on provisioning
services tremendously.
The ability to create multiple plan packages and seamlessly integrate them into our billing module avoids the
manual process of transferring and checking data. We have gained control over the entire business in a way
that ensures we are accounting for all services consumed while saving time and resources and connecting our
members.
We now provide a better member experience and improved network performance for our staff and clients. Working with the essensys team is easy and painless. It has been a trustworthy partnership from day one. Choosing
essensys was a no-brainer. We are now able to offer services that we trust for our business and our members
and, with essensys, it was easy to accomplish.

Ashley Korner
Senior Vice President, Sales & Operations - Carr Workplaces

Helix has been using essensys for operations and sales CRM for over three years. We evaluated various other
workspace management tools and chose essensys because of the completeness of the product and the company’s
vision for the future.
The software has great reporting tools that enable us to get very specific data to ensure we are optimally managing
the space and capturing all revenue opportunities. Reporting capabilities help us to maintain the health of the business and identify areas where we need to improve and where we are outperforming. We run our space smarter with
essensys features that manage agreements and licenses, renewals, ad-hoc charges, payment collection and client
communication.
We have seen a dramatic increase in our virtual business from the online sales marketplace with transactional
capability. It’s revenue we just were not able to capture before AND it enables us to close deals faster and upsell for
recurring add-ons. The meeting room automation is extremely efficient and has certainly saved our managers time.
Automation and workflows drastically reduce errors and remove the traditional need to keep a side spreadsheet to
track hours. Agreements are managed much more efficiently and we are definitely achieving more on a year over
year basis via renewals. Working with essensys is easy and allows us to take control over our workspace operations like never before.

Greg Sattler
Managing Director - Helix Workspace
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Unless you are super-tech-savvy, technology can create a sense of confusion, essensys helps us create an
environment for building management and our tenants to interface seamlessly and gives us the opportunity to
manage our workspace and technology without having to “wait for the IT guy”! essensys makes it very easy to
create an affordable, turn-key virtual environment for any business.
They feel vested and excited that they have ownership of this essential. It’s a very attractive feature to be able
to offer to our clients! A dedicated network name and password per tenant has been a huge marketable amenity
for us. Our tenants really love it! I think the best thing about essensys is the fact that its user friendly for us and
our tenants! essensys is essential!

Ashlee Sullivan
Building Manager and Leasing Associate - Kearny Point by Hugo Neu Realty Management
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THE
HEIGHT OF
CULTIVATION
RUNS TO
SIMPLICITY
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Habu
SPONSOR

Pros:
Clean and intuitive UI
Wonderful booking calendar

Cons:
Still under heavy development, so
lacking some features

Habu is a promising tool
with clean design and
simple user interface, but is
very new so missing some
features.
I was able to play around with much of the tool and,
though there are definitely key features missing, the
team is incredibly transparent about what Habu is and
is not currently capable of. I really enjoyed the user
interface and general approach to most sections of the
tool. Creating memberships is easy and intuitive, as
well as is using the bookings calendar. Billing is also a
powerful area of Habu.
So far the only downside, which is big, is that it’s
simply not finished yet. That said, plenty of progress
has been made since I started using Habu a few
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weeks ago. If you’re willing to put up with some
missing features for a month or so I think Habu will be
a fantastic product by the end of the year, and will rival
some of the long-standing tools within the next year.

Special
Offer
Use promo code cowork_with_habu to
get the following deal from Habu:
14 day free trial
50% off first 3 months

Membership Signup
Self signup
As Habu is fresh into the coworking market it means they’re adding new
features thick and fast. Self-sign up for members is an example of this as it’s
currently not possible. However, there’s an update on the way so your future
members will be able to sign-up and pay for a plan directly from your website
if that’s the way you do things.
If you don’t do self-signups, preferring to meet prospective members, you’ll
be able to email a personalised form where they can add in their contact
details, choose their plan and some extras as well as tap in their payment
method. Their details are then added to Habu’s CRM and you’ll get a notification to follow up with them.
Once they’ve subscribed to a plan, your new member will have access your
own branded members app which is great for onboarding and providing them
with an enhanced day-to-day experience. With the app they can check in,
find out who’s in your community and who’s in today, update their profile, and
manage their membership such as adding extras or changing plans. They
can also make all their bookings with the app from any device. All of the content in the members app is based on your Habu admin setup, so it’s no extra
work to get it up and running. The design of the app is slick and it promises
be an awesome experience when it’s released.

Member App Account
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Admin signup
It’s pretty simple for admins to sign members up to plans. You basically add
them as a contact, select the plan, set the billing start date and any extras
they’d like. A pro-rata invoice is created for the number of days between the
start date and the beginning of the monthly invoicing cycle. As part of Habu’s
billing engine you just email the invoice to your new member along with a pay
now button so that they can securely enter their own card details. After that
their plan, plus any extra bookings are automatically charged on a monthly
billing cycle.

Admin member signup
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Billing and Price Plans
General
Billing is an powerful part of Habu, particularly if you integrate it with Stripe
and Xero. There are two sides to billing with Habu; for members and for nonmembers.

Recent billing actions

Adding membership to account

Creating a membership plan

For members, Habu bills monthly. How this works is that all chargeable
activity from the whole month, like bookings or hours used, along with next
month’s membership fees are brought together into a single invoice that
can be sent out to your members. If you’ve connected Stripe you can take
payments automatically and instantly see what’s been paid and what’s
outstanding. With the Xero integration, these invoices and payments are
synchronized and can be reconciled by you or your accountant with a single
click.
The team say their goal is to achieve a high level of automation whilst at
the same time trying to be compatible with the wide range of accounting
practices across different hubs and countries. So, while it’s possible to
use other payment gateways and methods like cash or check, you’ll need
to manually mark invoices as paid. Similarly, if you don’t use Xero for
accounting or wish to handle invoices differently, you can export invoices
and use this data as needed. There are various settings to help you manage
these workflows.
Billing for non-members works a little differently as you’re likely to want
to charge per booking, whether that is upfront via the booking process
embedded in your website or by manually creating and sending them an
invoice. To manually create an invoice you go to the booking where you’ll see
a list of the current charges and a button to create an invoice. The charges
are made up of the cost of using the space and any resources requested;
these can be priced per hour, per booking or per attendee. The invoicing
system works well for complex bookings such as events and conferences as
multiple invoices can be created to reflect any changes made to the booking
over time. It is also possible to invoice for multiple bookings, you simply go to
the contact instead of the booking and create an invoice from there.
With Stripe connected this invoice includes a pay now button, which allows
you to take instant payments credit/debit cards or Apple Pay.

Team billing
To get started with team billing you need to first create the organization and
then add team members. An organization is created by going to contacts and
clicking “add organization”. It’s just like adding a regular contact except that
you can search and add existing contacts to the team. As this is dynamic you
can also go to a contact and add them to that team that way round.
Once the organization is created you just check the ‘team billing’ box. This
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means that all charges for bookings, memberships and spending will now
be billed to the organization. Just like with membership subscriptions, these
invoices are monthly, can be synchronised with Xero or exported for Sage/
Quickbooks and you can take payment automatically with Stripe. Team
billing is in beta and will be available in October.

One-off charges
In the next release, one off charges can be added by going to the charges
section in either a booking or a contact. Simply click the add charge button,
then type in the name and price of the charge. This charge can be invoiced
straight away or just like charges in general it can be billed automatically
each month.

Member invoice

Day passes
Day passes are pretty straightforward to set up as you just need to set the
day rate for a hotdesk. Members can purchase day passes in a few ways.
They can buy a day pass directly through the members app, your website (if
you’ve enabled this) or you can do it for them. If it’s their first day pass, they’ll
also get access to the members app that will help welcome them to your
community.

Member list with filters

Office/desk inventory management
Creating and assigning offices and dedicated desks is scheduled for November. Once you’ve created a space, or groups of spaces, such as your
dedicated desks or offices, you’ll then assign the contact/member to it, and
set down key things such as start date, contract length, monthly price, and
deposit. We’re told that billing will work in a similar way to memberships and
team billing, where the first invoice can be prorated and then regular monthly
invoices sent out along with all other chargeable activity.

Plans overview page
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Reports/analytics
Currently the only analytics Habu offers are in the day view (e.g. number of
bookings & space utilization). Word is, analytics will come into play in a major
way next year.

Payment integrations
Stripe

Accounting integrations
Xero
CSV Export (Quickbooks, Sage, etc)
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Habu
Bookings and Calendar
Booking credits and member bookings
Booking credits are called allowances in Habu. When you set up a membership plan you simply define the amount of time (hours or days) the member
gets to use different spaces or groups of spaces each month. You can also
set a discount rate if that’s your thing.
Members can check where they’re at with their allowances by using the
members app and if they get close to their limits a notification will be sent to
them. Everything outside of their allowances will be charged either at your
standard rate or at the discounted rate you specify. Member allowances reset
each month and don’t carry over to the next period. It’s a simple and effective
approach that is part of the next set of feature releases.

Calendar bookings, day view

Calendar
Calendars in Habu are a fantastic feature. They’re intuitive, powerful & well
designed. You’ve essentially got different calendar views that are good for
different kinds of things. The day view calendar is particularly good for seeing what meeting spaces are available, checking out an event or checking in
members to your hotdesks.

Bookings list

There’s a great sidebar that allows you to see a number of things such as
the profile of checked in members & summary details of a booking without
leaving the day view. You’ve also got an overview of space utilization as well
as number of bookings for the day ahead too.
Other calendars include month, and an ultra useful list view with search and
filters.
Making bookings as an admin is a simple and positive experience. You can
add a booking in a couple of ways; via the add new booking button or by
click and drag in the day view. A quick book sidebar allows you to enter core
details without leaving the day view screen. It’s a great approach. If you’re
making a more advanced booking that requires adding resources and tasks,
you just click through to the detailed booking screen.

Making a quick booking
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The member app is a great example of this with its user friendly design.
Members make bookings simply using the app on their mobile or desktop.
They just select the space they want to book, click and drag the duration,
add any resources needed and hit the make booking button. This is then
added to their account which they can see in app. If it falls outside of their
monthly allowance, the total is added to their end of month invoice.

Non-member bookings
Currently, non-members can make bookings through custom forms with
availability calendars that you can embed in your website.
However, the Habu team are busy overhauling this by bringing the visually
rich booking process of the members app through to your website for non
members. The Habu team say their aim is for hubs to be able to offer their
own quality booking experience that matches what you would expect from
wholesalers such as LiquidSpace or ShareDesk but without the fees.

Member App Bookings

Booking form with availability calendar

What you’ll get by embedding the Habu forms in your website is a booking
flow that displays your spaces. The non-member can choose how they want
to progress; they could go to a specific space, they could use filters to find
the one they want or they could pull open the availability calendar for all
spaces at once. The next step is about capturing the details including any
extras or resources you may offer. If Stripe is setup, payment can be taken
and the booking confirmed automatically. This booking appears directly in
the admin booking calendar, a new contact is created and notifications are
sent.
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Other
Events
The basics of booking an event space is pretty good in Habu as it follows
much the same flow as with other bookings for admins, members and
non-members. As an admin you’re also able to set up a task list for those
more complex events to make sure you stay on top of all those things that
need to be done before a big event. You’re also able to set prices for hiring
out resources based on number of attendees, by the hour or by the booking.
That said, there are a number of enhancements on the horizon to improve
on event management in Habu. We’re told that these include being able to
publish events on both your website and for members via the Members App
& integrating with Eventbrite for ticketing.

Creating an event and task lists for the event

Other integrations
iCal (Outlook, Google Calendar, Apple Calendar)
Future integrations
GoCardless
Kisi
Worldpay / Paypal
Bisner
Eventbrite

Resource list
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Brand Message
Back in 2008 we were searching for a home for our urban design practice. One venue in particular
jumped out - a humongous, 1960’s former investment bank that’d been derelict for almost a decade. A
pretty cool space in a great location. But the best thing about it were the people behind it who had this
wonderful vision of establishing a creative community.
Affordable, mixed use spaces, filled with artisans & architects, entrepreneurs & electricians, & things
that they called hotdesks (which seemed ironic seeing as there was no heating!) was what they had in
mind. And a community with a culture of collaboration was precisely what we were looking for. Inspired,
we signed up then & there as founding members, rolled up our sleeves and started cleaning out the 8
years of pigeon crap!
Over the years we worked closely with the hub founders & operations team to deal with the challenges and numerous practicalities that comes with building happy, thriving community. But there was one
area which seemed to be a constant block preventing the hub from reaching its potential. That was the
admin workload that came with the complexities of running a busy, buzzing hub.
So, we thought to ourselves, there’s gotta be a better way, rolled up our sleeves and founded Habu.
Our mission? Supporting hubs do what they do best: providing great spaces & support to all those individuals and businesses who are a key part of the foundations of a healthy & dynamic society. Our focus
is on reducing workloads for management teams while also making great booking & membership flows
to keep revenue rolling. It’s all with the goal of enabling space operators to concentrate on building
those vibrant communities in hubs around the world that are economically sustainable.
Ultimately, we’re inspired by the positivity that the coworking movement has written into it’s DNA and
are proud to be part of that. In a rapidly changing world, coworking continues to express its importance,
offering a model that provides a home for creative, entrepreneurial spirits where both collaboration and
business development share the same space.
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User Testimonials
Habu is an incredibly sleek and user friendly platform. Running a 4 storey hub of coworking and studio spaces,
it’s imperative for us to be able to easily track and manage all our users different membership plans alongside
room bookings and more.
The team have been fantastic, working alongside us to develop the different features we needed, the result feeling like we’ve got a tailor-made platform for our business that works as we need it to. They’ve met with us every
step of the way to discuss our thoughts.
Habu is an essential tool for our business, allowing us to save time on the day-to-day management and therefore focus on the bigger picture.

Georgina Mallabar
Director - Red Brick House & PaperARTS

I’ve always found Habu to be intuitive and easy to use. The overall design is great too - very fresh! The team are
good with support and responding to our needs at Tec Marina. And as a beta user, I’m pretty excited by their
latest developments and seeing what’s next.

Natalie Rowley
Customer Relations Manager - Tec Marina

We’ve been working with the Habu team for a number of months now to get a booking system for our FabLab off
the ground. The team have been great with questions and adding features to make it easier to run our makerspace. It’s a really flexible platform with some great functionality and I can definitely say Habu is straightforward
and easy to use!

Martijn Gommeren
Manager - FabLab Cardiff
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IF YOU DON’T
STAND FOR
SOMETHING,
YOU’LL
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ANYTHING.
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Meshwork
SPONSOR

Pros:
Attractive and intuitive user interface
Very flexible and customizable
No payment integrations needed

Cons:
Very new, so still rolling out some
features

Meswhork is an exciting
new tool with incredibly
attractive design and
intuitive features.
The UI is sleek and modern. I like it because it doesn’t
exactly feel like a coworking management tool. It
doesn’t feel like most software because the design is
incredible. I love that all membership plans you create
are merely templates, so essentially each member
has heir own custom membership, similar to Cobot.
This makes it really easy to do custom deals.
Some of the most impressive and innovative features
are stillI being released, but the team says they
are rolling out updates every week. I’m actually not
allowed to talk about some them yet, but I can say that
there are some very novel tools coming, especially
regarding community cultivation.
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Overall, the functionality is on point. Meshwork
is simple and yet allows for a lot of flexibility and
customization. The experience of using the tool is
intuitive and pleasant.
Even though new, Meshwork has most, if not all,
the features I would expect out of any coworking
management software.

Membership Signup
Self signup
Self sign up (or Open Sign Up as it is referred to) is very easy with Meshwork. Prospects, whether they have an existing Meshwork account or not,
can visit your space’s page within Meshwork and select the plan that suits
them best. Open sign up can be turned off globally for spaces that like to
approve a member prior to enrollment, or can be turned on and off individually for each plan that you create. For plans that have open sign up turned
off, prospects will be able to request an invite. This will be submitted to the
admin and will also automatically create a Prospect within the Prospects
section (Meshwork’s CRM).

Member self signup, plan selection

Credit cards are captured during self signup and users can even sign up
with their Google, Facebook, or LinkedIn accounts, as well as normal email
signup.
The member will then be able to access your space’s online community,
customize their member profile and connect with and get to know their fellow
coworkers. Meshwork will also send them an email with key information on
your space, including community guidelines, access instructions and WIFI
information. Your admin will also receive a notification about the new signup
so they can make sure to greet them when they come in the space next.

Admin signup

Member self signup, sign in with social or email

An admin can also get members enrolled through an invitation process that
is extremely easy. It’s very quick for the admin, yet still provides the ability to
handle more complicated sign ups, such as multiple members with separate
plans under one account, multiple members sharing one group plan, or a
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variety of different scenarios. Whereas with most software, admin users set
up accounts, members and plans, in Meshwork, the admin user simply sends
an invite out to a member or group of members who are then brought through
an onboarding process which essentially takes care of the account, member
and plan creation for the admin. Admins can also invite members directly to
existing accounts, grouping them together in the case of teams or companies
that are paying for multiple members.
Meshwork offers the ability for members to login using their email, Facebook,
LinkedIn or Google accounts. It also allows members to automatically
import their LinkedIn picture and bio, making the entire member profile and
onboarding process very easy on the member side as well.

Admin member signup

Since the member essentially creates their own account within Meshwork,
they also enter their own payment information into the system, giving them
peace of mind knowing that it is secure, and also eliminating the liability for
the admin of handling someone else’s sensitive financial information. Even
after the initial onboarding process, members are able to view their payment
and charge history and update their payment method.
Meshwork makes it even easier for the admin by giving account holders
(person on the account responsible for payment) the ability to actually invite
additional members to their account in much the same way an admin would.
They can invite members to specific plans, or add them to existing group
plans with spare capacity. They can also cancel or add plans to members
already under their account.

Admin member signup 2

Member profile

Member can invite team members to account, user view
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Billing and Price Plans
General

Adding a plan

In Meshwork, admins can create plan templates which they then can suggest
to members when sending out an invite. They also can enter a start date,
end date (optional), and bill-on date. When the member completes the
onboarding process, an account, plan and member is created. Accounts can
have multiple members under them, each with their own plans or sharing
group plans. Members can have multiple plans and even be under multiple
accounts.
Plans specify price, both recurring and one-time charges, type (hot desk,
dedicated desk, office, virtual or day pass), access to your space (e.g.
number of days/month), availability (e.g. Mon-Fri, 7am to 6pm), amount of
bookable time (e.g. amount of hrs/month), and bookables (e.g. conference
rooms) included in the plan. Plans can also specify whether guest access
is permitted and how much as well as multi location access for owners
of multiple spaces. Access, availability, amount of bookable time, and
bookables included can be specified for multi location plans.

Adding a plan 2

Team billing

Inviting a new team member to join a team, admin view

Team billing is possible and is setup automatically with the invite/onboarding
process. When sending out an invite, an admin can choose to add multiple
members with either individual plans or sharing a group plan. The members
then can select in the onboarding process whether they are the account
holder (making payment) or not. Non account holders are skipped past
the payment information screens, either straight to member creation if the
account holder has already entered payment information or to a pending
member status if the account holder has not gone through onboarding.

One-off charges
One-off charges (and credits) are possible both as a part of the plan when a
new member signs up, or at any time after onboarding. These are handled in
the member’s plan detail. Simply add a recurring or one-time charge, specify
the account code, and click save.
Creating a one-off charge (add adjustment)

Day passes
Day Passes are setup as plans with a type “Day Pass”, and can be public or
private and open or closed enrollment just like regular plans. They can also
be signed up for directly through your space’s page like a regular plan as
well. For non-members buying day passes, they will be granted temporary
access to your online community and see the activity and collaboration that
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is potentially happening - a good way to encourage day passes to become
long term members.
Day passes can be redeemed through a webapp check-in, manual admin
check-in, or geofencing auto check-in.

Office/desk inventory management
Adding day pass

In Meshwork, you can setup desks and offices which can then be filled by
members when they sign up for a plan. The desk or office is assigned by the
admin when they send out an invite, or, in the case of open sign up, the admin is notified when a member signs up and they can assign the desk or office after the fact. They can also switch the desk or office that is assigned at
any time by going to the member detail page. Desks and offices have types
(hot desk, dedicated desk and office) and can only be filled by members with
plans of a corresponding type. The number of plans of a certain type and the
number of desks and offices of a certain type as well as their capacity (number of people they can accomodate) are tracked so the admin will be able to
see percentage of maximum occupancy and know when they have available
memberships to sell. The admin can also manually assign a member to hot
desk ratio or have it auto-calculated from check-ins, so that they know more
accurately how much they can “oversell” their hot desk memberships. Once
all available inventory is full, no additional invites can be sent and open sign
up is disabled.

Desk/office inventory management

Reports/analytics
Along with a beautifully designed analytics dashboard, Meshwork has KPI’s
for each section within the admin panel to give managers an easy way to
quickly identify what they’re doing right and where they need to improve.

Desk/office inventory management 2

Payment integrations
No payment processing integration is actually needed with Meshwork. You
simply create a Meshwork account, setup your space, and enter your payout
banking information, and Meshwork handles the payment processing inhouse. This is awesome.

Desk/office inventory management 2
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Accounting integrations
Xero
Quickbooks Online
CSV exports
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Meshwork
Bookings and Calendar
Booking credits and member bookings
Booking credits are given out as free hours as opposed to cash credits. You
can include booking credits with any plan and select which bookables they
apply to. For example, you can give away two “conference room” hours and
have them work for multiple sized conference rooms, even if each room is
priced at a different hourly rate. You can also assign a certain number of
credits to one group of rooms, but offer a different number of credits to a
different room or group of rooms (e.g. you want to give credits to your conference rooms but not your large classroom which you reserve for corporate
day rentals.) You can also setup group plans which allow members to share
credits as opposed to individual plans. Bookables can be setup with as many
rates as you like in the case of hourly vs daily or week vs weekend rates, and
allow you to specify a member vs non-member price for each. In the case
where a member runs out of booking credits, they are billed at the member rate which they select. Bookables each have their own bookable detail
page on the admin and member side, where you can upload pictures, set an
availability schedule, view upcoming bookings and free times slots, specify
amenities included, define booking time limits, and set whether a bookable is
available to the public or only to members.

Bookings calendar, day view

Bookings calendar, month view

Calendar
There are booking calendars on both the member and admin side. They are
very straightforward and allow admins and members to view bookings using
a daily, monthly or list view. The daily view is easy to use and allows them
to view the schedule for the day and see when a bookable is free and when
it is reserved. A member can also search to see what bookables that meet
their search criteria are available at a certain time or day. Admins can make
bookings for members, can send booking invites to non-members and can
make “space” bookings if they would like to reserve certain rooms for space
events.

Making a booking
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Non-member bookings

Non-member booking

Non-members can do bookings in much the same way that members can.
They simply go to the space’s public facing page in Meshwork and click
Book. Like members, they will be able to see the bookables of the space and
search by price, capacity, date/time and amenities that each bookable has.
Also, like members, they will be able to click on each bookable to see more
detailed information including price, availability and pictures. If they are not
logged into Meshwork, they will be prompted to create a Meshwork account
in order to enter payment information and process the transaction. Also,
since they do not have active plans with the space, they will be charged at
the non-member price.
Admin users can also invite non-members to make a booking. This will send
an email to the non-member and guide them through the account creation,
booking and payment process.

Non-member booking 2
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Meshwork
Other
Events
Events ticketing and RSVP functionality can be managed through Meshwork in much the same it is done with Facebook. With Meshwork however, a
space can also charge both member and non-member pricing for events. An
admin can also opt to allow members to create free events within the space.
Both members and admins can also send out invites to events which will link
back to the event detail page through which members and non-members can
sign up.

Single event page

Other integrations
Via Zapier, Meshwork integrates with over 500 different apps, including
Quickbooks, Slack, Google Mail/Calendar/Drive, Mail Chimp, Salesforce,
HubSpot, Asana and more

Event calendar
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Meshwork
Brand Message &
Testimonials
Sponsor-only Content

Brand Message
A friend and colleague gave me some advice recently that I should tell my story and the story of Meshwork, and that people wanted to hear, not just a list of features and functionality, but the reason we
do what we do, why it is important to us and how it fits into the context of our lives and the industry as
a whole. Seeing as how there are a plethora of pages to follow detailing all sorts of nitty gritty details
about Meshwork, it seems perhaps this is as good a forum as any to tell our story.
In January of 2015 I sold two real estate companies that I started roughly 7 years earlier. I felt that the
market timing was right to sell, but also, I think my heart just wasn’t in it anymore - I just didn’t feel any
passion for it. When I sold, I actually had no idea what I was going to do next. One thing I did know,
however, and about which I was not exactly thrilled, was that whatever I did next would most likely
involve me working from home. It was then that a friend of mine told me about coworking. The following
week I checked out a local coworking space and instantly fell in love. There was a buzz in the air and
sense of energy which captivated me.
I began learning everything I could about the industry, then one day while talking with another friend
(who would later become the co-founder and CPO of Meshwork) was put in touch with his cousin Jeremy Neuner, who started a company out in California called NextSpace that had 9 coworking locations at
the time. Coming from a real estate background, we initially intended to team up and develop additional
coworking spaces in other markets, however plans soon changed.
It was around this time that something occurred to me. For around 7 years or so, the coworking industry
had been growing at around 100% annually, while the executive suite industry had seen growth in the
sub 10% range. This was despite the fact that, from a strictly real estate perspective, coworking and
executive suites are very similar. So what was the reason for the 93% difference in industry growth? To
me anyway, it seemed the difference was community. Coworking it seemed had a much stronger focus
on creating community and facilitating actual face-to-face connections, both of which are fundamental
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human needs.
Perhaps it was my previous 7 years managing real estate and using traditional property management
software on a daily basis, but it also struck me that much of the software that I found to run coworking
spaces seemed to me to be simply property management software. If a coworking space was real estate
transformed through the addition of community, shouldn’t the software reflect this unique aspect of it?
Shouldn’t community be more than just an afterthought?
If you don’t have the systems to easily run an efficient coworking space, you won’t be freed up to focus on
building a community. That’s why we have devoted so much time to making Meshwork’s design intuitive
and easy to use. But ultimately, the end goal is to help spaces create engaging communities, because an
engaged community is the optimization of a coworking space. We believe that helping members make
meaningful connections to others within a space is the single most powerful way to keep them engaged,
happy and in a space longer. That all translates to more revenue and a more profitable business. We
believe those connections are perhaps the single most impactful reason for the explosive growth of the
coworking industry.
Meshwork is the culmination of the diverse experiences of its founding partners and the industries from
which they came, from traditional real estate, to coworking to software. It is a platform for coworking and
shared workspaces to easily manage and engage their members, as well as extend community beyond
physical location. But more than that, we believe that our economy and our society are on the cusp of a
once-in-a-century shift in how we work. An opportunity to satisfy that fundamental human need to connect
with others. A shift where competition and cliques are exchanged for collaboration and community. We
believe that coworking is a state of mind. A commitment to working differently, to reaching out, establishing connections with others, and coming together to achieve more collectively as a whole than separately
as individuals. Our mission is to make doing that just a little easier.
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User Testimonials
Meshwork is doing the hard work to ensure their product is versatile enough to accommodate lots of different
kinds of workspace formats, while staying focused on the real goal behind your space: facilitating connections
between real people. They’ve designed something that stands out as being highly functional while also being
visually pleasing. It’s something I would be proud to share with my members.

Tony Bacigalupo
Director - Open Coworking | Co-Founder and Mayor - New Work Cities

Meshwork is the only thing I’ve seen that actually helps you run a more profitable business and does it in a way
that is really easy to use for both my managers and members. It really helps free up our time so we can focus
more on creating a great community and less on worrying about the day-to-day operations. Finally something
that just works!

Ramon Gonzalez
Partner - Thrive Coworking

As members at Galvanize, the Meshwork team has learned from their experience here how to ensure that community engagement can be tracked in a meaningful way for folks like myself who help manage the space. From
personal to professional growth, each member of a shared workspace plays a valuable role in a thriving coworking ecosystem, and Meshwork has built a tool to ensure that no individual is left out.

Ramon Gonzalez
Manager - Galvanize
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Nexudus
SPONSOR

Pros:
Expansive payment integrations list
Extremely customizable
Almost every feature imaginable

Cons:
Outdated user interface

Nexudus is a feature rich
management tool that
offers nearly unlimited
possibilities for various
scenarios, but the user
interface leaves a lot to
be diesired and can be
tedioius to navigate at
times.

Can be tedious to navigate at times
Nexudus has features for nearly every situation a
coworking space will encounter. I think it’s safe to say
Nexudus is the most comprehensive and expansive
tool on the market. That being said, this comes with a
lot of complexity at times. There are a ton of features
and, while most of them are intuitive, you might get
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lost without a few support emails. I’ve personally
used Nexudus at spaces I managed and have a lot of
experience with the tool, but even I still need to ask
questions from time to time.

Special
Offer

The admin interface feels a bit outdated, but it is easy
to navigate and has a lot of tool tips and captions
on various buttons, which explain things that might
otherwise be confusing. There’s a lot of beneficial
redundancy in the user interface (i.e. multiple ways
to navigate to the same place) that could save a lot of
time navigating the tool.

Use promo code INSIGHTS_1348 to get
the following deals from Nexudus:
5 full Nexudus Spaces account customizations
for first 5 subscribers via this link. * / ***
50% discount for first 6 months for first 15
subscribers via this link.** / ***

Nexudus also has vast integration capabilities. You
can connect with just about anything you can think of
and they are constantly adding new features.

* Equivalent to $1500 in customization work per
account.
** Limited to 15 accounts.
*** Offers cannot be combined

Membership Signup
Self signup
From the self sign up page users can register as an individual or join as part
of a team.
The user will fill out contact info, choose a plan and any addons, then be
asked for credit card information.
Member self signup, contact info

Member self signup, plan selection

Once a new member or team is registered, the main summary page will
display that a new account has been created and needs to be activated.
An admin can configure Nexudus to either auto-approve new members or
require them to be approved by an admin. The new signup confirmation
will be sent an email will be sent to the admin. The membership will be fully
activated once an invoice has been sent and paid for. A work around for
new members not paying by card is to generate a welcome message before
payment is taken, which will also trigger the system to activate the account.
Once the account is activated the client can go to the website and create
a profile, publish it in the directory, view their invoice and have access to
everything they need.

Admin signup
Admin sign up of members is supported via a different process than the selfsign up. From the Members tab, a new contact can either be quickly created
with only a few required fields, or created with additional details about your
new member. Details such as billing, team billing, billing cycle, profile, social
Admin member signup
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Nexudus
network profiles, access controls, and other integrations. Nexudus will also
allow you to specify what products and memberships are available at your
different locations with customizable resource access. Once the information
is entered and saved, the new user is registered as a member and the billing
cycle will begin right away.
Credit cards are not captured in the admin signup process. The member will
need to input their credit card information when they go to pay for their first
invoice. This information is saved via your merchant account provider and
will bill with your recurring billing cycle.

Admin member signup, social integrations

Your admin and the new member will receive an email alerting them of the
new member. In the new member’s email they will also receive their pin
code (usable for iPad check in if desired), temporary password and access
info for the portal. Nexudus provides a variety of email templates for these
automated emails, all of which are customizable.
Any new members will show up in your List of Members screen with
icons indicating what information has been captured or still needs to be
captured (e.g. card details on file).
Admin member signup 2

The summary page for each customer includes an activity history and any
account updates or modifications can be accessed from here. The activity
history is a great resource for community managers to quickly see any
important changes to the account.

Member list

Member profile, admin view
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Billing and Price Plans
General

Adding a plan

In general, members are assigned Price Plans which will include monthly
recurring rates, Time Passes for access (if not unlimited), Additional
Products, and Resource Rates, which is how Nexudus labels your meeting
rooms or event spaces. Plans can be for teams or individuals. Your Price
Plans drive your billing cycle - and how often you invoice, your default
payment date, adding in time passes, pro-rating rules or cancellations
can be customized within this section. When creating your plans, you can
easily copy the first one created and work from that one for proceeding
plans. Nexudus considers anyone in a Price Plan a member and all others a
contact.

Team billing

Adding a plan 2

Setting up team billing

Team billing is possible and simple to setup. It can be done by both the
admin and the new user on your Nexudus URL. Admins can create teams
with one paying member, where all invoices of each member are combined.
Teams can also be created to combine members for a discount plan. In this
type of team, members can pay separately, but all receive the same discount
for certain price plans or products. Any individuals a part of a team can share
credits and time passes, paying or non-paying. Team setup from the member
side is super convenient for the lead member. Once they setup their account,
they can send a link to anyone they want to include on their team. Those
folks can sign up through the link and create their own profile. Each new
team member will have to be approved by admin as well.

One-off charges
One-off charges are possible and are handled in the Products section. Any
items or services can be added here and made visible or hidden. Any visible
products can be directly purchased by your members through your URL.
It is possible to bundle products as well e.g. 10 day passes in one bundled
product. Products like a locker, for example, can be set to recurrent or setup
with rules limiting which plans this add-on product would be available to. For
simple one-off charges, products can be added without any rules.

Creating a product

You can also just add a Charge to a member’s account, but no accounting information is captured this way, so your reports won’t reflect what the Charge
was for. I recommend using Products.
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Nexudus
Day passes
The Nexudus system provides pre-set Time Passes which can easily be
modified or deleted for your space’s needs. There are two different types day passes and minute-based passes - which are connected to the check-in
feature of Nexudus, making it simple to control and track the traffic within
your space. Time passes can also be setup as a membership plan and
purchased by members or contacts through your custom URL. A plan, for
example, could be 3 days/week access. Like your price plans, time passes
can be set renew by month, date, or year.

Products list

Office/desk inventory management
Inventory management is done through a floor plan map on Nexudus. A
floor plan can be setup by adding desk or offices onto a grid system. More
than one floor plan can be created if you have more than one level in your
space. When you create a new desk or office, a new square will pop up on
the screen. From there you can drag it to a location on the grid, assign it to
a member, name it, and indicate availability. To create multiples, you have
to repeatedly select the “Create Desk/Office” button and more squares will
pop up in a sequence.The good thing is that you do not have to edit each one
before creating more. For example, you could click the button 30 times and
then continue to arrange your desks/offices. The process is intuitive, but the
interface is not very pleasing to the eye.

Reports/analytics

Floor/inventory map

Reports generation page

Nexudus offers a large Reports section to measure just about anything you
would need to in your space. You select your desired report from a large
list, specify dates (if necessary) and the report quickly generates. An export
button will be next to the report for quick export to Excel. One thing I’ve noticed with reports on Nexudus is that I often just want a data dump as a .csv
instead of the designed version. I would also rather just select the data I want
included in my columns and rows, similar to creating a pivot table in Excel, as
opposed to pre-defined reports.
Payment integration screen
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Payment integrations
Nexudus can connect to over 107 different payment providers throughout
113 countries. A great benefit to have so many options.

Accounting integrations
Nexudus integrates with the accounting software Xero.com. They also
have an Accounts tab which allows you to allocate anything you sell to a
designated account. Reports can be run based off of these accounts and
they can easily be imported into other software for simpler accounting.
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Nexudus
Bookings and Calendar
Booking credits and member bookings
An admin can set up Nexudus to to bill booking in three ways: Charge
booking as they end and invoice them following the billing period, charge and
invoice bookings as they end, or charge and invoice booking as they are requested. At the point of charging, the system will factor in any credits on the
account and charge the difference accordingly - a style your members will
appreciate for headache-free billing.
Booking credits can be assigned in two ways through Nexudus. They can
be added to a price plan or directly added to a member or contact’s account.
Credits added to a price plan will expire and any unused credit will be lost
when the plan renews. Limits can also be set for the credit so it is used for
the only the resources you specify. This is accessed through Billing > Price
Plans > Booking Credits.
Credits added directly to an account can be set to expire or not and can
be redeemed in any capacity. They are added through a different process.
These credits have to be assigned directly to your member or contact. To
add these, go to your Member List > select the member and then > Booking
Credit > Add Member Booking Credit.

Making a booking as an admin

Calendar, day view

Credits can be also added in dollar amounts or time inNexudus.

Calendar
Members can click on a date or click Create Booking in the bottom right of
the calendar screen. Then simply select which space you would like to book
and choose your member from a drop-down list. The rate for the booking
can be set to Auto (which is the default) where any assigned credits or any
discounts associated with the member will be factored in for the final charge.
The standard member and non-member rates can also be selected if you
want to bypass the special settings for the client. Booking as the admin, you
have the ability to extend bookings outside of regular hours, override the
price, or create a tentative booking to block out the space from being booked
without any charges or cancellation fees attached. Members can now also
create a booking from the mobile app, Passport by Nexudus - available on
iOS and Android.

Making a booking as a user
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Non-member bookings

Non-member booking

Booking addons

Non member bookings are possible from your Nexudus URL. Users can
access the calendar, see what time slots are available and create a booking.
Calendar view options of Month - Week - Day - List. They will need to enter
in some contact information and select their booking date and time. Pictures
of the meeting rooms, prices, and availability are shown to the booking
requester. Once a date is selected, they will see that their booking has been
requested, and then receive an email with their username, temporary password, and pin to access the portal. On the admin side, the Activity History
will show that a new user has been registered, a booking was requested, and
a welcome email was sent. The admin will also receive email notifications.
Depending on your space settings for Bookings, the non-member will either
be asked to pay for their booking right when they create it (the booking will
automatically cancel if they do not pay within the time limit specified by the
admin) or an invoice will automatically generate when their booking ends. If
they have added payment details, payment will process. If they don’t have
payment details, they will be prompted to add payment details at the time of
booking.
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Nexudus
Other
Events
Event creation is possible on Nexudus. Simply go to the Calendar Events
tab and create your upcoming event. Nexudus allows for ticket sales, with a
specified quantity, or unlimited if you prefer. Fields are available within the
event creation to post the event on social media, add photos, and specify
when you would like the event to post. For guests coming to your event,
access tokens can be set up to provide internet access for a specific number
of people, your total quantity of tickets, for example. Events can be public or
private based on your settings. Nexudus has also created a Check-in App
for iPads, which allow event attendees to easily check in with a 10-digit code
they receive in their event confirmation emails.

Creating an event

Community dashboard
The community board is a feature that sets Nexudus apart from many other
systems. Many spaces are taking full advantage of this great way to connect
with the other members in their community. Within the board, members can
open up discussions to the rest of the community, create groups for things
like member discounts or member events, to name a few.

Example of community dashboard

Community directory
Space members can browse through a directory of member and company
profiles through any taxonomy structure you want to define e.g. Skills, Industry, Non-Profit, Position.
Nexudus has also added a member dashboard feature, which can be displayed or projected on a large screen to show the members physically in the
space, room availability, events and news.

Example of directory
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Other integrations
MikroTik – allows you to limit access to the network and know who is in your
space at any point based on the activity of the network. You can also hook it
up to time limited memberships. For example, if you have a 10 day membership, on the 11th day your access will be turned off.
Zapier - allows you to connect your Nexudus system to hundreds of other
services
Ezeep
Door Guard
Kisi
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Nexudus
Brand Message &
Testimonials
Sponsor-only Content

Brand Message
The coworking movement is still under construction. We came into contact with coworking in 2010,
when some friends were thinking about opening the first coworking space in the south of Spain
(workINcompany) and since then we’ve grown, evolved and learned alongside the movement. We
believe that coworking responds to the needs of a society that requires new spaces where they can
work, mix with others, and grow professionally. Since its onset, coworking has always been an open,
dynamic and diverse movement. These are precisely the qualities that enable it to adapt and offer a
solution to a complex problem. In the past few years, we’ve witnessed vast changes, the appearance
of “mega players” and stratospheric investment rounds. All of these factors have helped popularise
“coworking” as a term, to the extent that our friends and family no longer look at us with bewilderment
when we talk about it.
The movement’s becoming more mainstream has, without a doubt, given coworking new opportunities
and the increasing interest has generated new challenges that must be dealt with in coming years.
Since we launched Nexudus Spaces in 2012, we’ve tried to actively listen to every space that we’ve
worked with in over 42 countries. This has given us a global outlook on the problems that coworking
spaces face, as well as the added value they provide to their coworker community. We therefore believe
that the following aspects will become more prominent in the coming years:
Profitability: All of the surveys carried out by Deskmag and Emergent Research reveal that a high
percentage of coworking spaces are yet to be profitable. This means that a coworking space’s age
is relevant because it’s difficult to see the rewards in the first few years of business. Another aspect
to consider is the average coworking space size, which we believe will keep growing. This will have
a positive effect on coworking spaces’ economic sustainability and will mean that their communities
will be larger and more diverse.
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New income sources: It is increasingly common for coworking spaces to include new income sources
as part of their business models. We’ll see a range of services in coworking spaces in the coming
years, from educational workshops and masters to coliving.
Collaboration: Collaboration between coworking spaces is one of the most discussed topics that
we’ve come across at every conference we’ve attended and the fora that we’ve participated in.
However, it’s something that has yet to really take shape. We’ll surely see some new initiatives in the
next few years.
Hyperglocal: Coworking spaces the world over have many factors in common with one another.
However, coworking is a movement that has to respond to their local communities, which have their
own identities and needs. The relationship between being local and global at the same time is barely
achieved by franchise-type models, and is one of the characteristics that gives a movement that is so
diverse and dynamic its personality and cohesion.
Community, community, community: Community is a fundamental part of the coworking movement,
and it will continue to be so. Coworking spaces offer more than a workspace; as coworkers, we go
to them wanting to be surrounded by a community of people who we can interact with, learn from,
socialise with and grow professionally alongside.
As a platform, Nexudus Spaces’ main objective has always been to offer coworking spaces a framework
and support to facilitate their day-to-day management and communication with and among their
communities. Over the years, the platform has grown by actively taking on board our users’ feedback
and many of the platform’s new features have been down to suggestions made by them. The coworking
movement is dynamic and flexible, and each space has its own identity. That’s why it was really important
for us to make Nexudus Spaces a white-label software. This attribute lets us offer solutions that can be
tailored to the specific requirements, brand and processes found in the spaces we work with.
Moreover, our raison d’être is to work closely with space managers from the word go, so that we can help
them get to grips with the platform and get them started with the basic account settings and importing
members’ profiles. After setting up more than 1000 coworking space accounts, we can safely say that,
although all of them have factors in common, no two are the same.
Coworking has grown and evolved in recent years. This changeability, which is compatible with the
preservation of its basic values, is what will allow us to keep responding to such dynamic, diverse
and global communities in the coming years. Coworking is still under construction and always will be.
Maintaining this indeterminacy is key for the movement’s future. At Nexudus, we’ll keep working on
growing and evolving too, and will not stop listening and responding to this open, dynamic and diverse
community.
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User Testimonials
We are constantly amazed by Nexudus Spaces and the team behind it. The program is incredibly userfriendly, highly customizable, and covers every element of running a coworking space.
They’ve even introduced features that we hadn’t considered in the past, but have become a vital part of how we
run our coworking spaces. As we manage our three locations and expand nationally through a franchise model,
Nexudus Spaces has been crucial to our success. Having the ability to manage everything within one program
has made our staff more efficient and our members love how easy it is to use!
The Nexudus team never ceases to impress us with their responsiveness, willingness to develop new features,
and understanding of what coworking really is.

Janelle Doll
Operations Manager - Hera Hub

We have been using Nexudus Spaces at NextSpace for almost a year now. It has been a great software for us.
The Nexudus team have been very supportive with all of our requests and questions, which is perhaps the best
part. The system can be difficult to learn because of how complex everything is, and we are actively working on
putting together some training modules and assessments for our staff and new hires. But once learned, it’s a
very powerful tool.
The two biggest benefits associated with Nexudus are:
They have been around a long time and this has given them years of knowledge and information. They have
added so many unique features and capabilities that I believe can only be learned from years of listening and
responding to customers’ needs. There are newer, sexier platforms out there, but I worry that they will lack the
years of experience and testing that Nexudus Spaces brings to the table.
They are always willing to listen to and implement new feature requests, or let me know if the system already
does what I’m looking for and how to utilize it. This is hugely important for us as we continue to grow and
expand. I feel confident that as the market continues to change, and we continue to pivot and change with it,
Nexudus is going to be able to support us. The system isn’t perfect (none of them are), but the support that
we get, and our confidence that they can and will respond to needed changes is way more important than
perfection.

Tiffany Jones
Operations Manager - NextSpace

We use Nexudus Spaces to manage our co-working space, Sovvos. This easy-to-use, comprehensive tool
allows us to manage our space quickly and efficiently. Also, the developers are always willing to help answer
questions and go above and beyond to ensure customers are getting what they need from Nexudus.
I would definitely recommend this useful software to seamlessly manage your coworking space!

Teresa Jackson
Co-founder - Collabor8te
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BUILD YOUR
COMMUNITY
BEFORE
BUILDING
YOUR SPACE
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OfficeR&D
Pros:
Beautiful design
Great analytics dashboard
Highly usefull and well-designed
floorplan for inventory management

Cons:
Still missing many needed features
Still under heavy development

OfficeR&D looks promising,
with a sleek user interface,
and a great floorplan
feature, but is still under
heavy development.
When we first looked at OfficeR&D at the beginning
of the summer it looked great, but lacked most
necessary features. However, since then the tool has
improved greatly and many of the basic features you
expect have finally been implemented.
I really enjoy the design and general simplicity of the
tool.
One thing that stood out to me immediately was
the floorplan feature, which is fully interactive and
integrates with critical parts of the system for desk
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and office inventory management.
You can simply send the team your exisiting floorplan
as a .pdf document and they will create an interactive
floorplan for you, but why deprive yourself of the joy of
making it on your own, which is what we did. I found it
a lot like using Adobe Illustrator.
I look forward to using this tool more when it’s fully
developed.

Membership Signup
Self signup
OfficeR&D provides an intuitive sign up form. Members visit your OfficeR&D
Members portal (which is fully white-labeled) and goes through the on
boarding process (members.yourspace.com/signup).

Member self signup

OfficeR&D will send a notification email about the new signup. Depending
on the plan settings, the member will either be automatically signed up or
you will need to approve their membership. The member will also receive a
welcome email that you can customize.

Admin signup

Member self signup 2

Admin member signup

Admin sign up of members is a few steps process. First you need to add the
company, then the member, assign them memberships, choose the right
extras and raise their first invoice if needed.
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OfficeR&D
Billing and Price Plans
General
OfficeR&D members are assigned membership plans. Plans are divided into
four types - dedicated desk, hot desk, private office, or service. You can also
allocate extras. Plans can be bundled with day passes, credits, setup fees,
etc. Plans can be activated for both teams or individuals.
Each membership plan, one-off charge or booking charge will create a new
line item in the next invoice. Line items can be allocated to different revenue
streams (called sales accounts). For example, deposits (may have different
tax settings), memberships, events, etc.

Invoice example

You can have single billing date, or individual billing date per customer.
OfficeR&D enables you to choose from 3 types of billing cycles - single
(one invoice per customer), separate (one invoice for membership fees, one
invoice for one-off charges and bookings) or individual (one invoice for the
memberships and individual for every charge).
The invoices can be configured to be X days generated and send before the
billing date.

Companies list view

Team billing
Team billing is well supported in OfficeR&D. If members are part of a team,
they will be automatically billed as part of the team. If members don’t have a
team, they are considered individuals and will be billed as such.

One-off charges

Floorplan view

It’s easy to create One-off charges. You need to define them as a product
(one-off plan). Then you can add them to customers or enable your members
to purchase them. Depending on your settings, they will be invoiced with the
membership fees, separate or individually.

Analytics dashboard
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Day passes
You can allow members to purchase products that yield day passes. You can
also manually add day passes to the members’ account or have recurring
membership plans that generate day passes every month.
Day passes can be used to checkin via wifi, door access integrations, or
manual check in by your staff.
Analytics dashboard 2

Office/desk inventory management

Analytics dashboard 3

OfficeR&D space and inventory management is quite sophisticated. It mimics
your original floorplan and enables you to modify as needed. Desks and
offices may have different types - hot desks, dedicated desks, etc. It also
allows you to assign desks and offices directly from the floorplan. You can
keep track of your actual occupancy stats, available resources, and etc. You
can also find members directly on the floorplan.

Reports/analytics
OfficeR&D provides several beautiful illustrations and charts showing the
performance of your space on your main dashboard. On the left side you can
click between differentt types of analytics dashboards you’d like to view. You
can track revenue, membership distribution, and much more.

Payment integrations
Stripe - Credit Cards and ACH
CardConnect - Credit Cards
GoCardless - Direct Debit

Accounting integrations
OfficeR&D has real-time contacts, invoices and payments synchronization
integration with Xero (QuickBooks in development). Invoice numbering, templating, and etc is handled by Xero. Members receive Xero invoices.
Xero - real-time, advanced sync
Quickbooks - real-time, advanced sync
CSV Export
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OfficeR&D
Bookings and Calendar
Booking credits and member bookings
Booking credits are given out as free hours to use specific meeting room
rates. You can assign booking credits to any plan and select which resource
rates they apply to. For example, you can give 2 hours for one group of
conference rooms and 6 hours for another, even if each room is priced at a
different hourly rate.

Adding booking credits

OfficeR&D members portal offers special section for meeting room bookings.
Clicking on a time slot initiates a new booking. If the member has credits,
they will be prompted how many will be used. If not, they will have to follow
the payment process for booking.

Calendar

Calendar, member view

You can create a booking for a specific date by choosing a time slot on the
calendar or clicking the ‘Book’ button in the top left corner. As an admin you
can create bookings for other people. The booking will have both a summary
and show the member who reserved it. You can customize the privacy settings if you want to hide the member names. OfficeR&D supports recurring
bookings too. If the member doesn’t have credits, the admin will be prompted
that the member will be charged.
Calendar, admin view

Non-member bookings
Non members have to first create an account with the space through the
OfficeR&D members portal. It could be an account to book meeting rooms
only. Then the non member will be able to choose a time slot, book a room
and instantly pay through the system. The person will be presented in the
admin view as a Lead. Both the admin and the person will be notified about
the booking.
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Other
Member directory
OfficeR&D has a very basic member direcory. At the moment you can search
for people and view their contact info, but I wasn’t able to get skill search to
work or view a large profile, just the thumbnail with basic info.

Member profile, member view

Other integrations
Zapier
KISI
Salto
Medusa
Google Calendar

Community directory

Capsule CRM
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ShareDesk Optix
Pros:
Beautiful design
Easy setup wizard
Large marketplace for members to
identify coworking space and rooms
to book

Cons:
*Unable to complete review

ShareDesk Optix seems
to be a very functional and
well-designed tool, but
opted not to participate in a
complete review.
We personally found Optix by ShareDesk to be
a pretty well-built tool during our demo and time
exploring its features, but we weren’t able to complete
a full review at the request of the brand.
The design was great and we found the tool pretty
intuitive. Optix also includes a white-label mobile app
where members can check invoices, book rooms, and
more. Unfortunately, because we weren’t allowed to
publish a full review, you’ll need to check it out on your
own. Luckily signing up for a free trial account is quick
and easy.
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WUN Systems
SPONSOR

Pros:
End-to-end solution
Live floorpan feature for inventory
management
Highly customizable plans
Thorough reports and analytics

Cons:
Overcrowded user interface
Confusing initial setup

The WUNHD Platform is a
comprehensive workspace
solution for coworking
spaces, from Software
to IT infrastructure, CRM
dashboard and community
features.
Initially we found this tool lacking in many basic
features, but the team has been working hard over
the summer to improve the tool and we we’re much
happer since our last demo.
While the user interface offers a fair amount of
redundancy, we still find it very overwhelming and
confusing. There are at least three main navigation
areas, all on different parts of the screen. The most
useful one was probably the search bar at the top,
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which we found ourselves using almost predominantly.
The setup wizards are pretty easy to use after recent
updates and the team provides solid support every
step of the way to set up your space, which is good
because self setup of the platform was really difficult
to navigate.

Special
Offer

The tool has a live floor plan feature, which is
something we’re seeing more and more of from tools,
but is very nice. A newer community and directory
dashboard is a welcome feature, but it’s a bit simple
and less engaging than some of the other system’s
community areas. The CRM widget on the dashboard
provides an easy view of stats, which can help you
manage all of your leads, connect directly to your
website forms, and electronic proposals.

Register for a demo and reference promo
code #CIGUIDE2016 to receive special
pricing & incentives.

WUNHD Platform has also developed an app for both iOS and Android for added access to the member portal. While the system
isn’t lacking in tools and features, it could prove to be a bit overwhelming for a smaller single-location coworking space. We
didn’t review any hardware features for this guide, but it is worth mentioning that WUNHD Platform can provide Voice and Data
services.

Membership Signup
Self signup
Self sign up is possible via the white-labeled member facing portal or
mobile app in WUNHD Platform. Members visit your WUNHD Platform URL
and go through a basic sign up process. New users can sign up under a
membership, a preset virtual office plan, or select a one-day booking using
a chart which compares features and amenities of each. They’ll select their
plan, choose from recommended add-ons, enter contact info and payment
details. Any new users who go through this process, but decide not to
add their card info will generate as a lead in your WUNHD Platform. Once
payment info is collected, they will be created as a member and receive a
welcome email with access to the member portal.
Member self signup, plan selection

Admin signup
Admin signup for new members is done in the Launchpad tab. You will “add
a new opportunity,” select your lead, add in the client’s contact information,
select a preferred venue, select a type of membership package or build a
package of amenities a-la-cart and add any necessary hours or credits.
Member self signup, contact details
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A start date is selected from a pop-up calendar, and other options can be
further customized such as, auto-renew, 24/7 access, setup fees, taxes or
discounts. WUNHD Platform also allows for a tiered pricing model, permitting
new client’s to have set pricing from months 1-6, and different pricing for
months 7-12, for example. If the new member is getting a private office
space, they can also be setup through the floorplan.
Once the new member contract is created, you can email it to the client and
move forward with an e-signature or save as a PDF. Once the proposed
contract is signed, you will select “create contract” and the membership
setup process is complete. For easy followup of unsigned contracts, you
can “add new task” and create a reminder to followup on a particular date/
time in the future. The system will also keep a history of all created proposals
and modifications, making it easy to see negotiation changes and provide
contract history for your clients.

Member self signup, confirming plan

Admin signup wizard
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Billing and Price Plans
General
This area of the system is expansive with a lot of room for custom plans,
services and products. In general, you will start by setting up your chart of
accounts, bill cycle preferences, taxes, amenities and then membership
packages. Many of these areas will have default settings, but can be
fully customized. Any and all of your products and services are added as
amenities, including your booking credits or hours. These amenities are then
used to create your membership plans, or packages. Defaults are set for your
plans to automatically prorate and bill cycles can even be customized on a
per location basis. WUNHD Platform offers an end-to-end billing solution
with automated billing for all created contracts.
Non-renewing contracts have the same structure as an “add to cart” system.
Admins can add month-to-month services, variable charges, discounts,
shared hours, etc. to the account, then select which charges to add to the
invoice being raised that month. The remaining items in the “cart” allow
members to see their upcoming charges, giving them an idea of what to
expect, and possibly eliminating billing mistakes or headaches for your
community managers. Invoices can be set to go out automatically each
month or be on an approval basis, allowing you to see each invoice and
make adjustments if necessary. Any booking overages or one-off charges
are automatically factored into the invoice at the end of the month for handsfree billing. WUNHD also includes a basic CRM for tracking leads.

Amenities list

CRM statistics

Team Billing

Team billing
Team billing is called Company Billing in the WUNHD Platform and is
possible. Any company with more than one member is considered a team
and is billed to the primary contact of the company. Within a company, a
pool of hours/credits can be shared or assigned specifically to an individual.
Members of the company also have the ability to purchase their own plans/
amenities separately.

One-off charges
These can be created as a “Quick Charge” with all parts of the amenity
modifiable. (e.g. taxes, discounts, qty, price, notes) Quick charges are simple
to add and provide the ability to successfully handle those cases that do
not fit into the usual billing setup. All quick charges within a billing month
are grouped together and billed as an invoice or as part of the members
recurring invoice at the month’s end. Payment is automatically collected on
the due with the card on file. A quick charge can also be created and billed
immediately as a one-time invoice.

Quick Charge
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Day passes
A day pass is considered a one-time or one-day pass in WUNHD Platform.
You would setup your one-time pass on the backend, and decide which
locations the pass can be used at. The one-time pass would be created as
an amenity to be added to a package or sold as a quick charge. If your onetime passes are public, they can be purchased on your URL and access to
the space is automated, including door lock and wifi access. The integration
Greetly is used for check in and day pass redemption.

Interactive floorplan

Office/desk inventory management
This is pretty cool. As with a couple of other tools, WUNHD Platform has
created an interactive floor plan to view your inventory in real time. The floor
plan can even be incorporated into your proposals and marketing materials.
All of your workspaces are assigned with colors or tags of availability divided
into two categories - inventory and non-inventory. At any point in the day, the
virtual map can be viewed for an overview of your occupancy, availability,
and rent history for each office. Inventory reports can also be generated for a
status of future occupancy or conference room contracts.

Reports/analytics

Reports screen

Amenity Report

WUNHD Platform has an expansive reports and analytics section built in.
Things like a Member Calculation Report can be pulled to show booking
credit usage for each member, and any overages they went into at a company or individual level. CRM reports are available, as well as lead to conversion statistics. WUNHD Platform also ties into Google Analytics.
Service Report

Payment integrations
Stripe
Authorize.net
Paypal (they can work with Paypal,but it doesn’t have all functionalities)
Refunds are not done solely through WUN HD. When a refund is needed, it
has to be requested through your selected merchant. Apart from that extra
step, all system reports will show the refund correctly.
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Accounting integrations
Quickbooks
Sage or Xero (files can be imported into these systems)
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WUN Systems
Bookings and Calendar
Booking credits and member bookings
WUNHD Platform allows you to choose between using credits or hours in
your spaces. Credits differ from hours in that they take into account your
different meeting room hourly prices. For example, a conference room can
be valued at 2 credits of $25 each or you can give away two conference
room hours and have them work for multiple sized conference rooms, even
if each room is priced at a different hourly rate. You can sell credits/hours to
your individual members or as a pool of hours for a company. They can also
be setup as a plan to be easily assigned to contracts. If you have multiple
venues, you can create a “space group” - a group of particular spaces your
member will be able to redeem their credits at.
Ad hoc credits stay in the system until they are redeemed and assigning
monthly renewal credits/hours is possible. Your members can view their remaining and used credits/hours from your URL and admins can quickly view
used credits/hours by hovering over a client in the member list.

Booking calendar

Searching for a bookable space

Calendar
The Master Calendar in WUNHD Platform is easy to use with views of DayWeek-Month and color-coordinating tags for each room, making it easy to
see which room is booked at any point. Creating bookings as the admin is a
relatively similar to the process your members will go through on the URL.
The admin calendar will display pictures of your different spaces at the top
of the screen with details displaying when you hover over each picture. To
create a new booking, click and drag on the preferred date, then specify
all booking details: company, individual, and credits/hours to apply to the
booking. You can add in attendee emails, set recurring bookings, and take
payment right then or have an invoice generated at the end of the month.
Bookings through the member portal are similar, but provide some additional
info such as maps and filters for easy searches. Once the member selects
a location, they scroll through to see available rooms, make a selection
and check availability for their meeting date and time. They will see photos,
pricing, a space description, hours of operation, and any space rules. Once
they click “Book Now” they will be asked to sign in and complete the booking
process. Bookings can be created on a tablet or phone as well.

Space listing
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Non-member bookings
Non-member bookings are possible in WUNHD Platform. Non-members can
reserve conference rooms and other bookable resources (e.g. desks and
offices) if you have them set up to be for sale to the public. In the platform
this is called E-commerce. Non-members follow the same booking process
as members, but will be asked to sign up after clicking “Book Now.” When
non-members create a booking they will be able to see the member price as
well, encouraging them to sign up as a recurring member for the discount.
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Other
Events
WUNHD Platform created an “Event Space” functionality with a total number of seats for purchase. If the operator hosts the event, they could set the
capacity and ticket price, and the system would sell tickets until it reached
capacity. Your events can be posted via the client portal.

Member directory & community dashboard

Creating an event

The client portalallows members to easily view and manage meeting room
bookings, self-service from billing to infrastructure and enables community in
your workspace.Members can also collaborate and self-connect by creating
discussions, groups and share services among your space’s community and
directory board. You can search for members based on tags or skills in the
directory.

Other integrations

Example of community dashboard

Google
LiquidSpace
Davinci
Eventboard
Robin

Example of directory

Greetly
Intercom

Community Area
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WUN Systems
Brand Message &
Testimonials
Sponsor-only Content

Brand Message
Empowering The Workspace Experience.
Coworking is no longer a concept. It’s a culture. A new generation of workers are changing the
landscape of the workplace to a more collaborative and flexible environment. To support the demands
of this ever-changing workforce, workspace operators are having to provide more advanced technology
and services beyond the traditional office space with amenities. WUN Systems is known throughout
the shared space industry as a leading workspace management software provider, whose exponential
growth is a testament to their commitment to bringing cutting edge technology to the forefront. Having
seen their own success through this culture, we understand the specific end-to-end needs for both
operators and members. Our calling is to embrace these specific needs by offering a comprehensive
workspace solution, from software to IT infrastructure, benefiting all of the various individuals within the
workspace. By allowing all of the technology to intelligently work together, the WUN platform ensures
that your workspace is designed to maximize efficiency, productivity and collaboration. We strive to
bring the best in service for the sharpest of workspace visionaries by providing a true end-to-end
software solution to streamline and automate sales, billing and services allowing Coworking operators
to transform their workspace into a smart office environment.
Innovation to Fuel Success
Forever mindful to the specific and mission-critical needs within a Coworking environment, WUN
Systems is committed to maximizing brand value through a streamlined approach designed to enable
growth, build community, and provide flexibility on all fronts. We embrace this new age of collaboration
with a flair for overcoming operational obstacles and operate from a foundation of forward-thinking.
We at WUN Systems have an outstanding history of making workspace management more efficient,
productive, and connected across all channels.
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User Testimonials
WUN helped give us an integrated road-map to where we are today, which has been extremely helpful in our
growth and the level of service we’re able to give to our clients. What we were looking for in a technology
solution was an outsource business partner that could handle end-to-end support of our technology needs. Our
clients are very satisfied with their technology service. We do an annual survey of our clients and we get high
marks on the technology and service that we provide them end-to-end.

Scott Chambers
CEO - Pacific Workplaces

With a technology solution we were looking for something all-encompassing that would allow us to have one
point of contact for both our internet and phone system. Our team likes using WUN products because they’re
able to configure systems specifically for our clients. I would recommend WUN systems for the all-in integration
which allows a center operator to have one point of contact.

Kane Willmott
Co-founder - IQ Office Suites

WUN Systems fit the bill for everything we needed. We needed to be able to have the most up-to-date phones,
internet network, and back-up systems. It’s very flexible, it’s scalable, and it gives our customers everything we
need and more. The best part about working with WUN Systems is their incredible knowledge of our industry.
They already know what we do, how we do it, who are customers are and what their needs are. It’s a breath of
fresh air working with WUN Systems.

Beth DeGrafenreid
President - PC Executive Center
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Additional Tools
This section contains additional software and
tools for managing disparate or non-essential
parts of your coworking space, or otherwise
improving your spaces performance,
experience or visibiliity in the marketplace.
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Find Workspaces
SPONSOR

Pros:
Free to list
Boost SEO rankings
Keep 100% of your booking fees

Cons:
Must wait for team to add your
listing

Find Workspaces is
one of North America’s
largest Coworking and
Shared Office Space
directories with over 700
listings across 100+ U.S.
Cities in 30 States as well
as 6 Canadian Provinces.
Listing your workspace is always free and Find
Workspaces offers 2 levels of upgraded plans to help
drive more traffic and leads to your space. They never
charge a commission or brokerage fee so you always
“own” your customers and the interactions with them.
There are dozens of directories popping up in our
industry, but there’s one big thing that sets Find
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Workspaces apart: they don’t charge you anything. A
basic listing is completely free.
You’re only charged if you’d like additional services or
a premium listing.
We found it a bit slow to get on the platform. You need
to submit your information and wait for the team to get
you listed. A little frustrating.
Overall, though, there’s no real downside. We
recommend listing your space on all possible
listing services, especially if they are free like Find
Workspaces is.

Special
Offer
Mention Coworking Insights upon signup
to receive:
$25/mo off the Upgraded Profile + SEO Boost
plan

What it looks like

Map view of Chicago search results

Workspace Types list (legend on the map)

Heatmap example showing how people prefer to connect
with a space directly by going to their site.

Workspace Types list (legend on the map)

SEO Tracking Screenshot
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Kisi
Pros:
No need to use key cards
Track who’s coming in and out of your
space

Cons:
Members must have Android
or iOS capable smartphone to
open door

Kisi develops cloud
technology to build secure
access control systems
that use a combination
of sensors and mobile
devices to grant coworking
space access to authorized
members.
Designed for commercial and enterprise applications,
the Kisi system provides an added layer of intelligence
and enhanced experience at all access points of your
coworking space. If you use a management software
such as Cobot or Nexudus, the Kisi system integrates
to grant key access to members based on what they
pay for (ie 24/7 access or one time passes).
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The system software streamlines access management
for coworking space management teams while also
generating sophisticated data and personnel tracking
for advanced IT departments. For the end user, Kisi
works in the background to detect their presence and
timely unlock doors, gates, and elevators for them
as they approach. Manufactured in Brooklyn, New
York, the company engineering campus is located in
Stockholm, Sweden.
Since 2012, Kisi has been installed in hundreds of
coworking spaces, modern offices, campuses, data
centers, and high-traffic facilities across the globe.
Kisi is a great option for space access, but the
only downside is that it must be tied to a user’s
smartphone. So if you’re member forgets their phone
when they go out to lunch or go home for the day, they
won’t have access

What it looks like

Member accessing space using Kisi

Kisi software, ulock statistics
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LiquidSpace
Pros:
Probably the most well-known
marketplace for office and flexible
space search

LiquidSpace is the largest,
real-time network for office
space with over 53,000
companies using the
platform.

Great source of extra revenue

Cons:
Charges hefty percentage of
initial bookings

You can create a free profile for your coworking space
and list each of your available spaces, including
meeting rooms by the hour, coworking passes by
the day, and memberships, desks and offices by
the month. Your profile is optimized to help you get
discovered on LiquidSpace search, as well as online
search engines and to share space listings to your
social networks.
While creating a listing is free, LiquidSpace takes a
percentage of each booking. Fees for hourly bookings
are tiered, starting at 50% on the first reservation,
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dropping to 10% on recurring reservations. Fees for
monthly memberships are always a flat 10%.
Those interested in booking a membership, desk or
office by the month can connect with you directly
using LiquidSpace Messenger, to ask questions or
to schedule a tour. You can respond right from your
email or directly in the app to answer questions,
confirm tour dates and close more deals. When you
have found the right match, simply approve them to
book. You confirm the terms, house rules, pricing and
send approval for them to book online. LiquidSpace
deals with the payment, renewal and logistics.
You can connect your calendar to LiquidSpace to
publish your real-time availability to our network.
People can book instantly and pay securely on
LiquidSpace when your space is available. Your calendar will automatically update with reservation details and you can receive
confirmation details by email and SMS.
People interested in booking a membership, desk or office by the month can message you directly on LiquidSpace to ask
questions or to Schedule a Tour. Reply and confirm tour dates and times through LiquidSpace messenger, or directly from your
email. When you have found the right match, you can approve them to book your space instantly through LiquidSpace. You set
the terms, house rules, pricing and approve them to book online, we deal with the payment, renewal and logistics.

What it looks like

Map view of Chicago search results
Map view of Chicago search results
Map view of Chicago search results

Map view of Chicago search results
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PLANS ARE
ONLY GOOD
INTENTIONS
UNLESS THEY
IMMEDIATELY
DEGENERATE
INTO HARD
WORK.

Now get to it...

